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Reagan to continue lobbying;
sets meeting with legislators
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HOME AGAIN — Members of the Calloway County High School marching band unload their gear after arriving at the high school Friday from a week of band camp. The camp,in Martin. Tenn , was conducted so the
band could work on its routine for the upcoming season.

Negotiators at odds about pensions
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional budget negotiators,
drafting a package aimed at saving $12 billion, have agreed to trim
the food stamp program but are
still at odds over a plan to cut
federal pension costs.
The conferees from the House
and Senate had hoped to complete
work Friday on the cuts mandated
by the budget blueprint Congresg
adopted earlier this year.
But they abandoned those efforts until Monday when a tentative agreement to trim federal
pension costs by $4 billion fell
apart. At the same time, separate
negotiations on cuts in dairy price
supports also were postponed until
Monday.
The full House and Senate will
have to ratify the compromises
drafted by the negotiators.
On the food stamp program,
negotiators said their plan would
save V billion over three years by
hblding increases in benefits each
year to slightly below the rate of
inflation.
Democratic aides said the provision would reduce future
benefits for a family of four with
no other income by about $2.50 a
month.
Meanwhile, the proposal for
federal pensions snagged the
panel. The Republican-controlled
Senate has endorsed a plan to
limit annual cost-of-living increases for federal military and
civilian retirees to 4 percent a
year through 1985. Such a plan
would affect an estimated three
million people and save an

estimated $5 billion through 1985.
The Democratic-controlled
House, however, has overwhelmingly rejected the proposal.
During the negotiations Friday,
Rep. William D. Ford, D-Mich.,
chairman of the House Post Office
and Civil Service Committee,
resisted a series of Senate offers
that would have the effect of capping the cost-of-living increases.
Ford offered a pension package
that achieves about half the $5
billion savings contemplated in
the Senate plan. That was rejected
by Senate negotiators.
After several hours of private
negotiations. Ford and Senate
Republican Whip Ted Stevens of
Alaska reached agreement on a
plan that _would save about $4.1
billion by'-freezing cost-of-living
adjustments for more than 1
million military and civilian

retirees under 62, while retaining
the full adjustment for those over
62.
But almost as soon as the agreement was announced, it fell apart
because Stevens was unable to get
the support of his Senate colleagues and administration officials.
The negotiators will try again
Monday.
Meanwhile, a plan to pay
farmers for taking wheat, feed
crop, rice and cotton land out of
production got tentative approval.
The compromise also calls for a
10-cent a bushel increase in the
federal minimum loan rate for the
1983 wheat and corn crops. The
changes are designed to save $358
million over three years by encouraging farmers to plant less,
thereby cutting government spending on crop supports.

Contract given to resurface
11.6 miles of county roads
FRANKF'ORT — The state
Transportation Cabinet has
awarded a contract for the resurfacing of 11.6 miles of road in
Calloway County.
Jim Smith Contracting Co. of
Grand Rivers received a $220,773
contract to resurface 5.7 miles of
Highway 893, Hazel-Highway 121
Road, from north of Humphrey
Road to Highway 783; 4.4 miles of
Highway 1346, Highway 94-Dexter
Road,from west of Brooks Chapel
Road to Hopkins Road: and 1.5
miles of Highway 1660, Johnnie
Robertson Road.from Highway 94

to Highway 121.
The project is part of the state's
1982 resurfacing program.
TransportatiOn secretary Frank
Metts has recently increased funding for the program to $90
•
million.
' We're going to blacktop one
mile in 10 of the 25,000 miles of
state-maintained roads," he said.
-We're protecting the investment
Kentucky has made in its roads."
Last year, the Transportation
Cabinet resurfaced 1,100 miles of
roads for $40 million.

By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan is spending the
weekend at his Maryland mountaintop retreat where he'll continue his lobbying efforts for the
$98.9 billion tax increase bill by
meeting with congressmen and
working on a major speech, aides
say.
The president left the White
House for Camp David, Md., on
Friday after telling reporters at
an impromptu press briefing that
reports the bill is the biggest tax
increase in history were "plain
hogwash."
Deputy press secretary Pete
Roussel said about 15 congressmen were invited to meet
with Reagan at Camp David on
Sunday as the president tries to
convince them to approve the
measure he says is vital for his
economic recovery program.
During the past 10 days, Reagan
has met with nearly 200
Republican congressmen in lobbying sessions aimed at gaining
their votes.
Reagan's direct appeal to the
nation to support the tax hike will
take place from the Oval Office on
Monday at 8 p.m. EDT. The
speech will be followed by a
Republican National Committeesponsored $250,000 television
advertising blitz, featuring
Reagan.
Thirty-second and 60-second
television ads will be shown in
more than 100 cities 'around the

country. The ads, paid for by the
will -.provide needed revenues
Republican National Committee, and at the same time allow us to
will run Tuesday through Thurs- cut spending even further as we
day.
seek to move closer to a balanced
A $100,000 radio ad campaign
budget. And it plugs some costly
promoting the tax increase in
leaks in our tax structure."
more than 50 cities around the
In his hastily scheduled apcountry began Thursday.
pearance in the White House briefIn one of the television ads, ing room, Reagan denied that he
taped this week in the Old Ex- had threatened political retaliaecutive Office Building, Reagan
tion against any Republican condoes not even mention raising
gressmen who vote against the tax
taxes. In the other, he makes only
cut.
veiled references to increased
The president also called the
taxes.
measure "80-percent tax reform"
In the 30-second spot, Reagan
because it will plug loopholes and
says his economic recovery prohelp the government collect the
gram is working because inflation
money it is already owed.
and interest rates have come
A coalition of businesses and
down.
farmers, all past supporters of
"Now a very important building
Reagan, have joined forces to
block of that program needs to be
block passage if the tax bill.
put in place. That legislation is
Spokesman for the U.S.
before Congress now and you can
Chamber of Commerce, National
help our economic recovery by
Federation of Independent
urging your congressman or ., Businesses and American Farm
woman to support that bill," he —Bureau Federation said spending
says.
cuts — not tax increases — are the
In the minute-long ad, Reagan
solution for lower budget deficits
does mention taxes, saying the bill
and lower interest rates.

mostly sunny
Today, mostly sunny and
warmer. High in the mid 80s.
Southeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight, partly cloudy with a 20
percent chance of
thunderstorms.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mummy Ledger & Times
by 530 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday throttah Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.

GUIDE REPRINTED — A grant from the Murray Tourism Commission has financed a reprinting of ••A Citizen's Guide to Murray
and Calloway County" by the League of Women Voters. Originally
published in 1980. the guide provides information regarding local
goverrupent. schools, recreation, cultural activities and community
services. The first 2,600 copies of the guide were distributed through
the Calloway County Public Library. the Welcome Wagon and the
.Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. The 1.000 reprints,
shown by Mandy Carman (left ), receptionist at the Commerce Centre, and Lou Huie, associate chamber director, will be distributed
primarily through the Murray Tourism Commission in the Commerce Centre on U.S. 641 North. Additional support for the publication was provided by Security Federal Savings and Loan Association.

MSU athletic departmentreceives largest private donation
r:41

The Murray State University intercollegiate athletic department
received its largest private financial commitment ever earlier this
week when Terrel Mayton of Murray pledged $6,000 to the 1982-83
Racer Club.
Mayton, regional marketing
manager for the American Television & Communications Corporation, wrote the Racer Club a personal check for $1,500 this week
but his total donation will come to
$6,000 because ATC is a subsidary
of Time Incorporated. Time Incorporated matches employee's
donations to uniyerisities on a
three-to-one basis and thus an additional.check for $4,500 wilt soon
be forthcoming to the Racer Club
on Mayton's behalf.

I ARGEST DONATION -- Terrel Mayton t left) presents a check to
Dr. Chad Stewart, newly-tiected president of the Murray State
University Racer Club, for the 1.982-83 Racer C111b. Mayton check of .
$1,500 will be matched ou a three-to-one basis by his employer, Time Incorporated The $6,000 donation is the largest priyate financial
,
commitment to the university.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

"As funding to our state universities are cut back." said Mayton.
"it's apparent donations from
private sources are going to have
to increase.particularly.if athletic.
programs are to be maintained as
we now know them. rm proud of
Murray States athletic program
and I want it to continue as a

BEST

strong one. I hope my donation
will help the university and maybe
influence other people to consider
giving to the Racer Club."
Mayton, 26, is a native of
Evansville, Ind. He attended Murray State on an athletic trainer's
scholarship and received his
undergraduate degree in 1978 and
his masters in 1979. He worked I',
years as assistant general
manager at WSJP Radio in Murray, then joined the Peidmont
Regional office of ATC two years
ago. He married Kim Stephens of
I,exington this summer and
resides on Valley Wood Drive in
Murray. Mayton first became a member
of the Racer Club, Murray State's
non-profit, athletic fund-raising
booster oganization. during the
1981-82 fiscal year and donated
$2,676 to the club he wrote a personal check for$669 a year ago.
"I was planning to write a cheek
for .$600 this..year:"
but 1 learhed there is a real need
for private donations at Murray
State and decided I could give
More.''

A year ago, Mayton requested State, newly elected president of
that his total donation be ear- the Racer Club. accepted the 1982marked for athletic training. This 83 donation check for 51.500 from
year, $5,850 of
go to the Mayton. It will be deposited in the
men's tennis program, while the MSU Foundation. To date.
remainder will be split between $153,285 has been pledged to the
football and men's basketball — 1982-83 Racer Club. A year ago,
he has a chair seat season ticket in $148,426 was pledged and two
his name in football and basket- years ago,$97.116 was pledged.
Donations to the Racer Club are
ball. Mayton said he will join the
Racer Club again in 1983-84 and tax deductible and membership in
although he doesn't know what his the Racer Club may be gained b:s
donation will be, he does know pledging $50 or more to the Murwhat sport most of it will be ear- ray State athletic program. Donations may be earmarked to suppot
marked.
Atnerican Television & Com- any sport or organizational arm
munications Corporation owns within the department. If a Racer
Murray Cablevision. ATC. is spon- Club member holds football or
soring the Athletic Departments basketball chair seat season
football and basketball tiotets. tickets, he is required to make a
And ATC, through regibnal minimum donation of $75 per
manager Craig McCrystal, has chair seat to the sport he holds
donated $600 to the Racer Club seats in.
Persons interested in joining the
and purchased four football and
four basketball chair seats. Mur- Racer Club and supporting the
ray Cablevision will also sponsor university's athletic department •
steemOrqmpii4iris_ate_sionatiguivalkici,..
ce041444*-01..Nig44.,;:.,
18 when the Racer football team call Jimmy Wilder, MSU Athletic
- plays Central Missouri at Stewart Promotions Director, at 762-6800
or.visit or write ,him in Room 211
Stadium.
Dr.. Chad Stewart of Murray " of StewarrStadium.
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Scholarship
recipients to
be honored
e

Scholarship recipients to be formally recognized at Murray State
University on Sunday , Aug. 22. are
the latest beneficiaries of the
growing scholarship program supported by the Alumni Association.
They and their parents will be
honored at a -Winners Circle"
reception to begin at 2 30 p.m in
the ballroom of the University
Center. A total of 94 Century: Club
and memorial and honorary
scholarships worth more than
$58,000 has been awarded by the
alumni organization for the 198283 school year.
Alumni scholarships include 31
for $15,500 made through the Century Club program and 63
memorial and honorary scholarships totaling more than $42,500.
The Century Club is made up of
individuals and businesses contrubuting $100 or more to the
scholarship program through that
organization. Memorial and
honorary scholarships are supported by interest derived from
donations and matching funds.
Volunteers working through
local Century Clubs raised the
scholarship money for Century
Club awards in 1982-83. Other
volunteers are serving on committees to raise funds for the
memorial and honorary scholarships.
These volunteers — along with
donors, officers of the Alumni
Association, representatives of
the campus community, members
of the board of regents, and area
superintendents, principals and
• counselors — are invited to be on
hand to honor the 1982-83 scholarship recipients at the Aug. 22
reception.
The -Winners Circle" scholarship reception was inaugurated in
the fall of 1980. In prior years,
recipients were recognized as part
of the program at the annual banquet in the spring.
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DIRECTION — Whitney Taylor, field commander,gets
Last minute instructions from Director Paul Blackburn.

DOUBLE TIME — Jerri Weatherford and the rest of
the flag corps will do double duty since each also will
carry a rifle.

Tiger marching band members
spent successful week at camp
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RESTING — Gretta Shepherd spends a few restful
moments thinking of home,the upcoming season or just a
glass of water?

The Murray High School Tiger
Band, under the direction of Paul
Blackburn and assistant Gary
Mullin, returned last week from a
"very successful" camp at the
University of Tennessee at Martin.
Six days were spent learning the
music and drill for this year's
show. Parents and friends were
rewarded Aug. 6 with a preview of
the show in Martin.

The directors and students were
enthusiastic about the week's accomplishments and eagerly anticipate the fall schedule which includes seven football games and
six marching band contests.

/10
ri

The public' is invited to the
band's first public performance
Aug. 27 at the first Murray High
School football game of the 11382
season.
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New doctor
loins staff
at hospital
•

Dr. Mark Lorenz, a native
ininnsbruck. Austria, has joe
e
medical staff of the Murray'
Calloway County Hospital in the
practice of orthopaedic and spinal
surgery. Stuart Poston, administrator of the hospital, has announced.
Dr. Lorenz. 31, will maintain offices in the Mason Medical Arts
Building with Drs. John Golberg
and Raymond Charette, practicing in general orthopaedics and
back surgery, Poston said.
He comes to Murray from
Toronto General Hospital, Toronto. Canada, where he recently
completed a six-month fellowship
in spinal surgery.
He has been widely published in
international medical journals.

HUDDLE — Members of the Murray High marching band await the start of another day of practice. Director Paul Blackburn gives them their instructions for the day.
Carter Studio photos

KEEP SMILING — Robert Lyons is still in good spirits
after eight hours of practice a day.

Highway workers return to work under court order

Dr. Mark Lorenz
and in June of this year he received the Volvo Award for his report
on a research project dealing with
the lumbar spine.
His previous experience also includes internship and residency at
Cook General Hospital in Chicago.
Dr. Lorenz was born in Nova
Ponete in northern Italy where his
father is a physician, and came to
the North American continuent in"
1976.
He and his wife, the former
Carol Devenney of Loveland. Colorado, have two children, Nichole.
5, and Phillip. 3. They live on
Route 7. Murray.

FRANKFORT, Ky. d AP
—
Cyrus "Cy" Layson and George
Franke, who were fired last May
11, returned to their jobs with the
state Department of Highways
Friday under terms of a court injunction.
The two had been fired by state
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts, who had charged that they
covered up a 1980 false-recrods in-

County board
meets Monday
The Calloway County School
Board will meet in special session
at 5:30 p.m. Monday in the school
board office.
Items on the agenda include
personnel and a review of the
state board of education regulations.

Robertson named director
Sandy ttobertson. daughter of
Edna Redden of Murray. has been
selected to become the new program director for the Murray'
Calloway County Mental
_liealthMenta I Retara..tion
Center, Inc.
Robertson and her husband
Gary reside near Almo with their
two childrA Lacey, 20 month and
Dax,eight months.
Before coming to Murray. she

was an employee of the Pennyrile
Comprehensive Care Center
where she served as director of
the Adult Activities and Sheltered
workshop programs. She was also
employed with tho Migiaaer.Trale
Industries in Hopkinsville.
She has her Bachelofof Science
degree in rehabilitation and social
work from Murray State University and is working on her masters
degree at MSU

cident. However, after a nine-day
hearing, U.S. District Judge Bernard T. Moynahan Jr. ruled
Mett's charges were "without
foundation."
A spokesman for the Transportation Cabinet said Metts would
appeal the injunction by
Moynahan that allowed Layson
and Franke to return to work. Jim
Clarke said the injunction will not
Lake effect until the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals can rule on
the matter.
Layson. Franke and the Kentucky. Association of Transportation Engineers posted a $5,000
bond Friday in Lexington where

the preliminary injunction was
granted.
The bond ensures payment of
damages or costs to Metts "if he
be found to have been wrongfully
enjoined."
Metts' operation of the department has been under fire by the
association and Layson since Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. appointed
Metts to the post in December
1979.
Layson and Franke. both of
Frankfort, and the engineers'
association filed a $4.7 million suit
against Metts in U.S. District
Court at Lexington shortly after
Metts fired the two.

Moynahan found in his ruling
following the hearing on the suit
that Metts had fired the men as a
reprisal for exercising their
freedom-of-expression rights protected by the U.S. Constitution's
First Amendment.
The judge ordered Wiens "to

reinstate forthwith" Layson and
Franke "to the position each held
immediately prior to their
dismissal on May 11."
Layson was assistant state
highway' engineer for construction
and Franke was a chief engineer
in the maintenance division.
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PLO negotiations continue
By The Associated Press
Negotiations for a P1.0
withdrawal from Lebanon resumed under the 11th Beirut cease-fire
and Israel demanded the names of
every Palestinian fighter to be
evacuated. A PI.0 official said the
Israelis also called for deployment of the Lebanese army before
th.e arrival of foreign
peacekeepers in Beirut.
Israel has increased to 13,000 its
estimate..,ef tlie. armed. Yalestt.
nians that must be evacuated, accirding to baeb Warn, Lebanon's
Moslem_ elder statesman. The
Palestine* Liberation Organization
previously listed its Beirut forces
at 7,100, but sources close to the

PIA) provided new estimates Friday that agreed with the Israeli
total.
Israel did not comment on the
new figures, but Cabinet
spokesman Dan Meridor said a
list of all PLO evacuees' names
must be delivered before the
evacuation can begin.
After losing a day in his negotiation effort Thursday because ,of
the heaviest Israeli borr.1.,:r.a- .t.: the nearly 10-week-old war, U.S.
presideptial envoy Philip C. Habib
met Friday with his two key
Lebanese intermediaries to the
PLO --- President Elias Sarkis and
Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan.

TOP GRADUATE — Elizabeth kin Clark, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Armin I.. Clark of Murray, is congratulated by President Constantine W. Curris following her July graduation from Murray State
University as the top honor graduate with a perfect 4.0 academic
average Miss Clark, elected to Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities, majored in history with
..xlitical science and
geology. She was chosen the Outstanding History Major at Honors
Day and had recelized the History Department Scholarship in both
1980-81 and 1981-82. She served as president of Pi Sigma Alpha and
secretary of Phi Alpha Theta. Clark also was a member of Alpha Chi,
Geoscience Club and French Club. She partfcipated in tennis inf
tramura Is and was a dormitory representative in Elizabeth Halt.
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Pass on the sugar
The Reagan administration, fearing another
round of ridicule similar to that caused by last fall's
ketchup-is-a-vegetable scheme, has delayed until
after the November elections new rules allowing
the use of high-sugar cereals in a nutrition program
that feeds about two million of the nation's needy
women,infants and children.
Cereal companies and chocolate manufacturers
have been pressing the U.S. Department of
Agriculture for relaxation of rules that would allow
more pre-sweetened, high-sugar cereals and
chocolate milk in the Special Supplemental Food
Program for Women,Infants and Children.
The Cabinet Council on Human Resources decided to delay the implementation of the new rules. It
would have shown better sense to cancel them.
The intent of the food and nutrition program is to
provide the kind of nourishment that will help keep
the nation's needy reasonably healthy. The Department of Agriculture, under whose auspices this program falls, seems more interested, however, in
political health than in aiding the needy.
Given that last year, in an effort to cut the cost of
the school lunch program, it sought to list pickle
relish and ketchup as vegetables,it should come as
no surprise that the USDA would try to loosen the
sugar standard in its nutrition program. But in light
of the uproar that greeted the ketchup proposal, one
would think the USDA would have known better this
time. It is an ill-conceived plan and should be scrappod.
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Satisfactions in doing and in having done
People get two satisfactions from
whatever they do. Their first
satisfactions come from the doing
itself. A housewife gets satisfaction
from running the vacuum cleaner. A
car salesman gets satisfaction from
talking to a potential customer. A
teacher gets satisfaction from being
in the classroom. This type of
satisfaction comes from knowing
that what one does may have some
a
meaning when the act is over
clean house, a profitable sale, or a
better-educated student. The enjoyment of the doing comes from guess- ing what will result from having done
it.
The second satisfaction in doing
something comes when it has been
done. Then a person can relax to
relish what one worked toward.
Most of us enjoy seeing people enthusiastic in whatever they are doing. Most of us also feel a sense of
warmth and appreciation ( and
perhaps a little envy ) for people whk
complete what they set out to do and
who can then lean back in selfsatisfaction for having done it.
The tragic people are either those
who have no good reason for doing:
what they do or who have nothing to
do at all. The equally tragic people
are those who do something well and
who somehow never get to savor
their success.

The man who dies the day before
his hundredth birthday is tragic —
all those years spent running his
race, only to be stopped a step short
of the finish line. The woman who
operates a drill on an assembly line,
without ever seeing what she helps to
make finished or put to use, is tragic.
The couple that gets divorced after
forty years together is more tragic
than one that breaks up in the first
year of marriage.
Two southern fiction writers
recently published for the first time
are tragic figu.
4s. Their tragedies
came for different reasons, but both
are said.
John Kennedy Toole was the
author of A Confederacy of Dunces, a
novel set in New Orleans that has
been on the bestseller lists for
several months now. The book was
published in 1980.
One tradedy is that the book was
actually written in the early 1960's. It
took nearly twenty years for it to be
published. The greater tragedy is
that its author took his own life in
1969, and thus never will know the
satisfaction of seeing his creation
reach its final stage. that of being in
print.
Toole's mother, however, did get
some satisfaction out of the tragedy
of having lost her son. It was Toole's
mother who persisted in getting

Walker Percy, a well-known New
Orleans writer, to read the son's
manuscript and to persuade the ISU
Press to print it. Grove Press picked
up the paperback rights, and the
book is now discussed for movie
casting. Had not another tragedy occurred in the early death of John
Belushi, it's likely Belushi would
have been the public favorite for the
role of Ignatius, the leading
character in the novel.
This was Toole's only novel, and he
has missed the satisfaction of seeing
it successful.
second southern writer
represents another kind of tragedy.
Ernest Seeman was born in North
Carolina in 1887. A printer by trade,
he gave up his home and career to
write novels. He and his wife moved
to a cabin by a Tennessee mountain
creek, and in his meddle-age years
he wrote several books. Unfortunately, none of them was published.
At least, none was published
anywhere near the time Seeman
wrote it. Many years later, almost a
normal lifetime in lifetime in fact,
one of his novels was finally published. It was American Gold, published
in 1977, when Seeman was ninety
years old. The happy part of the story
was that Seeman was still alive then.
The sadder aspect, of course, is that
he had to wait to terribly long to get
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The latest devaluation of the Mexican peso —
judged at 28 percent — comes hard on the heels of
sharp price increases of tortillas, bread and fuel
and a monetary devaluation of 30 percent last
February. These actions have the Mexican people
reeling in financial chaos.
What is happening is that the Mexican government seeks to stop supsidizing fuel and tortillas and
to stop supporting the peso at a false rate. It recently withdrew price supports. Now it intends to let the
peso float internationally, as other major nations
do.
In a true float, the peso would seek its own level
on the world market. Mexico, however, has announced it will try something new — Banco de Mexico will set a preferential rate to pay interest on
foreign loans and certain imports, with the government supporting the difference. The preferential
rate will be established each day. Other exchange
rates will be based on supply and demand.
The Mexican government is making these financial decisions because the country is plagued by
high inflation, high interest rates, plummetim,
prices for crude oil exports and a foreigndebt expected to reach $80 billion by year's end, largest of
all Third World nations.
Mexico hopes the latest devaluation will help
restore the confidence of foreign investors. It is
bound to increase Mexico's tourism business, once
the country's No. 1 industry. Travel to Mexico will
become a real bargain with the peso-dollar exchange at 70 to 1 or more.
These financial maneuvers make it most difficult
for the Mexican people. Those who live near the
border will have to give up some more of their shopping in the United States — bad news for many merchants who say business never really recovered
since last February's devaluation.
The government knows the moves are unpopular
and is making them in the "window" between the
election of a new president and his inauguration.
The new president cannot be held responsible for
the actions and the "lame-duck" president has
nothing to lose. Not for six years, when the term of
the new president comes to an end, will there be
another such opportunity for the party in power to
take unpopular actions without suffering at the
polls.
The financial turmoil is to be regretted. But Mexico is making the right moves. There is no lasting
economic security in price and Currency controls
that do not reflect realities. Already, last year's
balance-of-trade deficit has turned into a surplus. If
Mexico can slow th inflation rate, the peso will rise
in value.
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published. Who knows what else he
might have written in those empty
years in between, had there been any
recognition of his work back then?
And yet, in these two cases at least.
the greatest of all possible tragedies
has, been avoided. It could have been
the case very easily than neither
Toole nor Seeman ever got published
at all. Then thousands of readers
would have been deprived of the
pleasure of their works — a tragedy
in itself — and never even have
known — even worse a tragedy —
they were deprived.
How many things ordinary people
do go unappreciated as they are being done? How many of us do things
everyday with no enthusiasm nor appreciation for why we do them? How
many things well done are unpraised
and unapplauded when they are completed? The tragedies of life are often
in seeing good work go unrecognized
and in seeing good people's spirits
deadened by insensitive fellow
humans around them.
The only preventative medicine for
such tragedy is for each person to
find such personal satisfactions in
what one does that one does not need
the public's praise. But an equally
important preventative medicine
would be for each of us to take the
time to appreciate and applaud the
people next to us in whatever they try
to do well.
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today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Aug. 14, the
226th day of 1982. There are 139 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 14, 1945, Japan surrendered to U.S. forces. ending
World War II.
On this date:
In 1784, the first Russian colony in
Alaska was founded on Kodiak
Island.
In 1900, China's Boxer Rebellion
ended.
In 1917, China declared war on Germany and Austria at the start of
World War I.
In 1973, the U.S. bombing of Cambodia came to a halt, marking the official end to 12 years of American
combat activity in Indochina.
Ten years ago: An East German
airliner crashed in a suburb of East
Berlin, killing 156 passengers and
crew members.
Five years ago: Israel granted inhabitants of the occupied West Bank
and Gaza Strip the same rights as
residents of the State of Israel.

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
The 1941 basketball team of Hazel
High School which won 27 of their 29
games had a reunion today at Holiday Inn. Larry Rains and Vernon
JameS were coaches. Team
members were Joe Baker Littleton,
Cy Miller, Tom Scruggs, John Owens
and Hugh Alton.
Deaths reported include John
Reagan, 58, and Mrs. Pernecy
Burkeen Weatherford,68.
Ada Sue Hutson, daughter of Dan
and Emma Sue Hutson, has been
granted a full teaching assistantship
in Department of Communications,
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Phyllis Jan Clark and James
Lawrence Pigg were married in a
garden ceremony at home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, New Concord.
Twenty years ago
Murray City Schools will open Aug.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Many modern therapists attempt
to help their clients by letting them
"talk out" their problems, with the
therapist listening and asking an occasional question but giving little
direct advice.
This "non-directive" therapy is
hardly new. In his Tales of the
Hasidim, Martin Buber tells this ,
story of the eighteenth-century Rabbi
Pinhas who told his disciples that a
good man "should see with eyes that
are no eyes, hear with ears that are
no ears."
When he was asked what this
meant ,berepLied
Often, when•soineone comes to
ask my advice, I hear him giving himself the answer to his
question

27, according to Fred Schultz,
superintendent.
Daniel C. Roberts, Johnny D.
Parker and Dan R. Pugh were Murray State College Reserve Officers
Training Corps members who received commissions in ceremonies on
Aug. 10.
Charles E. Hale has beed elected
fund chairman of the MurrayCalloway County United Fund Board
of Directors.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Harmon on Aug.
13.
Showing at Murray Drive-In
Theatre is "The Road to Hong Kong"
starring Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and
Joan Collins.
Thirty years ago
The Rev. James H. Kelso, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Urie Kelso, has returned to Murray after serving four years
as a missionary in Columbia, South
America.
The Rev. Harrywood Gray is the
new pastor of First Christian Church
to succeed the Rev. Robert Jarman
who has moved to Greensboro, N.C.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider, Aug. 10,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Woods, Aug. 11, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Morton, Aug. 12.
Danny Rowland, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Rowland, was honored at
party on his eighth birthday on Aug.
11.
Forty years ago
For the first time in history of Murray State College two master's
degrees were conferred on Aug. 12.
They 'were to Mary Sue- Dunn and
Mary. Frances Nerd- hotli.4
Tenn.
Ninety-five more young men will
leave Aug. 24 at 630 a:m. for
physical examinations in Evansville
•

to see whether they are to be inducted into the Army. This is the
August draft call of the local Selective Service board.
Deaths reported include Miss
Pearl Thompson. J.C. Lawrence. 65.
Mrs. Eva Ada Stubblefield, 67, and
Theodore Cunningham,37.
Six Calloway County High Schools
will open Aug. 24, according to Prentice L. Lassiter, superintendent of
schools. Principals are Guy Lovins,
Almo; Buford Hurt, Faxon; J.H.
Walston, Kirksey; Lowry Rains,
Hazel: Buron Jeffrey, Lynn Grove;
Oury Lassiter. New COncord.
Murray Training School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America received
Watson Armstrong Trophy for most
progress at state convention at
Louisville. Huron Richerson of local
chapter was named state reporter.
W.H. Brooks is chapter advisor.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hood, Aug. 7. and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Bazzel,
Aug. 12.
The Rev, J. Acton Hill is pastor of
Wayrnan Chapel A.M.E. Church.
Blalock-Sullivan has Carnation
milk, three tall or six small cans,
selling for 25 cents this week.

Calloway County crops were greatly aided by a fine rain that amounted
to 2.27 inches on Aug. 9.
Mary Neale, Calloway County
Court Clerk, has received notice
from state board of examiners that
all beauticians and barbers must
secure licenses.
Births reported include twins, a
boy and a girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Young
Morgan on Aug. 10, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Oury Shackelford. Aug. 7, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs., Bernard Hart,
Aug. 10.
Dr. Hugh McEirath, Dr. B.F.
Berry and Dr. F.E. Crawford attended a meeting of joint session of four
dental societies at Fulton.
Salted peanuts are listed as selling
for five cents per pound in ad for
Piggly-Wiggly this week.

GIRAFErry

Fifty years ago
Murray State College will open for
its 10th year on Sept. 16. Costs will be
approximately $135 per student for
semester.
Deaths reported include Noah A.
Myers, John Jones, Mrs. Sarah Ann
Key. 99, Reginald Reynolds, 46, Riley
Norsworthy, Mrs. Tiny Clark, 82, and
Rebecca Jean Graham.4.
One of the lightest yotcq....111.,___
Calloway County Primary in years
''"was cast'here on Aug. 6. Most votes
went to Sen. Alben W. Barkley and
Cong. W.V. Gregory.
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Vought-Lanham vows solemnized

Secretaries will meet

Recovery will meet

Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International PSI I will meet Monday. Aug 16. at 7
p.m. at University Branch of Bank of Murray
Sharon Fandrich of Corn-Austtn will coordinate the
program and Fall Fashion Show for the Professional Woman.
All secretaries are cordially invited to attend the
meeting. Membership information can be obtained
by calling Sandy Adams at 753-1267

Recovery, Inc., will meet Monday, Aug. 16, at
7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets. This is for any person
with an emotional, family, or nervous problem and
for information call Need Line, 753-6333

Fair to be Sept. 11
Applications are still being accepted for the
Seventh Annual Black Patch Arts and Crafts Fair
for Saturday. Sept. 11, from 9 a.m. until dusk at Big
Springs Park, Princeton. Crafts and activities to be
presented include wood carving, tole painting,
ceramics, t-shirts, leathercraft, staned glass, dolls,
dough art, clown faces, puppet shows, acrylic painting, entertainments,and foods.
Deadline for pre-registration is Friday, Aug. 27
and there will be limited registration after this
date. For additional information and registration
forms contact Doll House Gallery, 116 East Main
St., Princeton. Ky. 42445, or call 1-797-7400.

Retirees plan supper .
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW-AFL-CIO will meet
Tuesday. Aug. 17. at 5:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church. A potluck supper will be served to retirees
and their wives. All retirees of any local union are
invited to attend, according to Frank Kavanaugh,
group spokesman.

Lodge meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Monday, Aug 16, at 7:30 p.m at the lodge
hall, located at Highway 121 North at Johnny
Robertson Road. All Masons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

Ashley Elizabeth Cook born
Me. and Mrs. Brad Cook, Rt. 1, Hazel, are the
parents of a daughter, Ashley Elizabeth, weighing
seven pounds two ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born Friday. July 30, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital The mother is the former Dee Dee
Darnell The father is a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L.D. Cook, Jr.,
Rt. 1, Hazel, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell, Rt. 1,
Farmington. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Mattie
Moore, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Darnell,
Rt. 1, Farmington, and Mr. and Mrs. James Hargis,
Murray. Great-great-grandmothers are Mrs.
Trudie Hargis, Paducah, and Mrs. Ola Carson.
Kirksey. A great-great-great-grandmother is Mrs.
Altie Carson, Kirksey.

Newborns and dismissals are listed
Adults 151
Nursery 4
8-9-82
Newborn admissions
Jona Riley and baby
girl. Rt. 2. Benton.
Nanetta Roges and
baby girl. Rt. 1.
Dismissals
Mary F. Dillingham, 8
Shady Oaks; John V. Connelly, 516 South Eighth
St.; Bonita K. Ahart and
baby girl. Rt. 1. Dexter;
Lisa A. Hutson and baby
boy, 210 Royal Oaks,
Paris, Tenn.; Marlene L.
'Farmer and baby girl,
2002 South Main, Benton;
Jacquline_P,j_Vaver and
baby boy, 106 Minosa.
Paris, Tenn.
Sheila M. Litchfield
and baby boy. Rt. 1. Hardin; Martha Jeanette
Dodd. Rt. 2. Buchanan,
Tenn.: Brenda K. Scott,
1613 Belmont: Cal
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Luther, Rt. 6, Farmville,
Va.; Elizabeth G.
Tolbert. 209 West 12th St.,
Benton; Debra L. Norman,Rt. 5, Benton.
Cecil H. McDaniel, Box
301, Fulton; Carol
Jackson, 300 South
Eighth St.; Billy J. Pyle,
Rt. 2; Constance D.
Walker, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Debra L. Dillman and
baby boy, 812 Bagwell;
Frocie Ross, Fern Terrace Lodge.
Lola Marie Ocholik, 307
North 10th St.; 011ie Faye
Roberts, Rt. 3; Carl
Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton;
Tennie M. Colson, 203
North 16th St.; Anna L.
Smith, 211 East 19th St.,
Benton; Morine Grooms,
103 Chestnut St.

8-10-82
No newborn admissions
Dismissals
Mary J. Rudd and baby
boy, Rt. 8, Benton;
Gerald L. Barker, Rt. 1.
Boaz: Robert Vanallen. 5
J Sr J Apts.; Richard
Shay Mitchell, Rt. 7;

Joseph Manson, 204
Cherry, Paris, Tenn.
Pete V. Mitchell, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; Dorothy
Virginia Scott, Rt. 1;
Charles 0. Paschall, Rt.
1, Farmington; Sarah E.
Sinclair, Rt. 8; Steve L.
Dodd and Debra K. Dodd,
323 N. Stonewall, McKenzie, Tenn.
Phillip A. Long, Rt. 1,
Henry, Tenn.; Michael S.
Goatley, 106 W. Willow
Dr., Mayfield; Crystal D.
Hutchens, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; James H.
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter:

CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. ( AP) — Once you
could just sing the "Chattanooga Choo Choo."
Now you can drive down
it.
The City Commission
on Wednesday approved
the honorary renaming of
a 14-block downtown section of Market Street as
Choo Choo Boulevard.
Because the designation
is honorary, it will not re-
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Bessie J. Shelton, Rt. 1;
Margaret L. Folz, Box
223, New Concord;
Everette L. Massey, 221
South 11th St.; Mary Jane
Grogan, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Othel D. Paschall, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
Helen S. Wall, Rt. 2,
Hazel; J.I. Patton, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Omus 0. Flora,
830 South Fourth St.; Verna M. Farley, C7 Murray
Manor; Dottie L. Jones,
157 Walnut Ct., Benton.

753-7499

Miss Dawn J Annette
Vought, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Warren,
Rt. S. and Richard D
Lanham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Bradley,
Williamsburg. Mass.,
were married Saturday,
June 19.
Dr.Jerrell White officiated at the ceremony
read at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Bapttst
Church.
Special organ selections were played by the
bride's mother including
the processional as the
bride was escorted to the
altar.
The bride
The bride was escorted
to the altar and given in
marriage by her younger
brother, Paul Vought.
She wore a full length formal gown designed and
made .by the bride's
mother. The gown was
made of white bridal
satin overlaid with white
chiffon. The bodice was
made of reembroidered
chantilly lace with handsewn seed pearls
throughout. The neckline
was Queen Anne styling
and the sheer chiffon
sleeves had lace applique
at fingertip length.
A matching headpiece
from the satin and lace of
the bgown held the mantilla style cathedral veil.
The cathedral length
train included in the skirt
of the gown as well as the
veil was edged in venice
lace and hand sewn seed
pearls.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of lavender and
pink silk roses with
stephanotis and baby's
breath.
All the bridal flowers
were made by the bride.
Mrs. Marice Vought,
Decatur, Ill., sister-in-

Isab

ternati
tress.
grid B.
to RI

Isab

Mr. ond Mrs. Richard D. Lanham
law of the bride, was
matron of honor. Sandra
Garland was bridesmaid.
They wore matching
pale lavender formal
gowns of Southern Belle
off-the-shoulder styling
and matching picture
hats. Each carried a bouquet of lavender and pink
silk roses.
Michelle Vought, niece
of the bride, was flower
girl. She wore a floor
length gown of pink and
carried a basket of rose
petals.
Jeremy White served
as best man. Chuck
Hayden was groomsman.
The groom and the
bride's brother wore

416

Director Ann McKeel
announces registrations
for Youth Club for this
fall at First Christian
Church will be at 7:30
p.m. on Sunday and Monday, Aug. 15 and 16, in the
church library.
At least one parent is
required to be in attendance for orientation on
the finalized program
which is open to the community.
Youth Club is a regular
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following ages:
2 year old 4 year old
3 year old 5 year old
•Well qualified staff
'Modern and fully equipped
*Transportation provided from
public school kindergarten
programs.
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Music Co-ordinator
Margaret Boone also has
just recently completed
special classes at
ational Church Musicians
Workshop at Eastern
Kentucky University,
Richmond.
Others serving in key
spots include Betty Gore,
crafts co-ordinator; Judy
Hayes, kitchen supervisor; 9..B. Boone, adult
classes' supervisor;
Hester Gray, nursery
director; Mack Hayes,
Bible co-ordinator.

28, for area musicians
wishing to perform with
the orchestra during the
coming season. Those
who played with the orchestra last season are
not required to audition
again.

DRIVE :7/
The auditions Will be held
1 P4
reciff
s
-- OPen7:45•Start 8:15 in
the Old Recital Hall of
Doyle Fine Arts
Warning.This Movie May Be Dangerous To the
Center cm the Murray
Your Health. You May Never Stop Laughing. State campus from 9 a.m.
until 4 p.m.

'Licensed by the state
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tively of the program.

Paducah Symphony
schedules auditions

Quality Child Care with Educational Programs

7 05.9 20 2 OD Sat ,Sr,,

ment.
Punch, nuts and mints
were served by Mrs. Connie White, Mrs. Norma
Perrin and Mrs. Alice Tiffany, the latter grandmother of the bride.
The couple left for a
wedding trip to St. Louis,
Mo. They now are
residing in Murray.
Out-of-town guests included all of the bride's
six brothers and their
families.
Rehearsal dinner
A rehearsal dinner was
given for the bridal party
by Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell
White at their home. The
couple presented gifts to
their attendants.

Youth Club registration scheduled

111..,111111
THE APPLE TREE SCHOOL
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identical light grey tuxedoes and the other men
in the bridal party wore
light grey and black tuxedoes.
Ushers were Warren
Vought and Dale Vought,
brothers of the bride.
Reception
A reception followed in
the church fellowship
hall.
The bridal table was
decorated in lavender
and purple and was
centered with the fourtiered cake featuring a
fountain with individual
side cakes connected with
white streamers. The
cake was topped by a pale
lavender bell arrange-

midweek Christian tional association of over
education program for 2,000 churches
young people of school throughout the United
age, kindergarten States, now sponsoring
Chattanooga
through 12th grade. A similar programs.
businessman B. Allen
Registration forms now
structured program for
Casey, board chairman of
toddlers through pre- are available at the
the Chattanooga Choo
kindergarten for church office and enrollChoo hotel and convenworkers' children in the ment will be completed
tion complex, had reprogram and a special by one parent attending
quested the new name.
class for adults also will the Parents meeting on
be offered.
Sunday or Monday.
The commission gave a
The club will begin
McKeel and Underframed copy of its proSept. 8, with sessions wood attended a Youth
clamation to Casey
each Wednesday from 5 Club Administration
;%,%Mi.\\161\lkikUILI\MMv to 8 p.m., depending on School, Norfolk, Va., last
0
"eve ove .
the age level. Each will spring in preparation for
We're now located at 202 S. 01 include a Bible study serving as director and
'•of
"12th.
hour, a choir period, a assistant director respec0
We offer beginner classes fellowship dinner and a
recreation-crafts session.
Mon., Wed., Fri. and InUnder the direction of
termediate advanced classes on
McKeel and Diana
0
Underwood, the church
Tues & Thurs.
will use curriculum
We also have a complete lige
The Paducah Symmaterials developed by
of art supplies and hand -painted
Youth Club Programs, phony Orchestra has
gift items made to order.
Inc., an interdenomina- --scheduled auditions in
0•S1-1042
Murray on Saturday Aug.
AFFAINIIIIIAIIff/A1A..1
quire buildings along the
section to change their official addresses.
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Musicians must perform one selection of
their own choosing and
will also be required to
sight read. There are
openings for all strings,
flute, basoon, trumpet,
trombone, tuba, tympani,
and percussion.
Musicians should contact Robot Baar, at 7532217 or 762-6440, to arrange an audition time or
they may sign up for an
audition at the Music
Department at Murray
State.
Choral auditions for
singers who would like to
perform Handel's
"MESSIAH" with the orchestral on Dec. 18, will
be held in Paducah on Sept. 11 and 12 at Ulf
First Presbyterian
Church, at 7th and Jefferson. Singers should contact • Karen Drew. 442:1142. for audition parlieulars and tit .schedule _
au :waft tou I inie.
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Harper's Bazaar selects most beautiful women of 1982 YouHrolrnodsicvoipdeuaI

Times

They 're rich and
famous. They're busy
and they lead exciting
lives They 're America's
Ten Most Beautiful
Women of 1982 chosen by
the editors of Harper's
Bazaar and featured in
the August issue,
They range in age from
under 20 to over 40. They
all take good care of
themselves. Here are
sonic of their beauty
secrets:
Isabella Rossellini. international covergirl. actress, and daghter of Ingrid Bergman and Roberto Rossellini, enjoys

zed

half portions
!man, one of America's
favorite black models.
stays in shape by doing
weekly workouts on
Nautilus machines

the doctor had to put cie
on a strict diet!"
Model-actress Lauren
Hutton, must pay great

elasticity
to Lou/art-act
this problem she
moisturizes after every
shower and sleeps on her
back so her face does not
press up against the
pillow
Elizabeth McGovern,

the %ouzo/ actress who
critical acclaim for her
film performances in
"Ordinary People- and
"Ragtime" exercises,
but doesn't diet. She has
a fast metabolism,.
Above all she believes
beauty comes from being
happy.
Gorgeours Linda
Ev11/13, star of "Synasty," spends little time
primping. Off the set she
wears only mascara and
eyeshadow. To keep slim
she rides a computerized
excercycle in her home
gym every day. Like

Fraaces Drake

FOR SUNDAY,
ILST 15. 1982
Morgan Fairchild
What kind of day will tumorfood intake by chopping
be's' To find out what the
Linda Evans
"everything up into tiny
stars say, read the forecast
bites." Morga tells
McGovern. Linda gnen foryour birth
Nign.
Lauren Hutton
Bazaar, When everyone
believes being happy is
else is finished and
attention to her skin to
important. Says Linda.
Intim
theplates are ready to be
look beautiful. Years of
if you're lonely and
cleared I'm still cutting." Lucky !man never had a sun have taken
miserable you look horn- ARIES
their toll.
She recommends you eat weight problem, but says, Hutton explains,
ble no matter what you do I Mar 21 to Apr. 19;
"My
when you crave, but only. "As a baby I was so fat skin has lost a lot
to yourself."
of Its
Luck comes through family
Elizabeth McGovern
members who provide you
with encouragement and
financial assistance. Seek
ways to expand credit.
Saturday, Aug. 14
TAURUS
Saturday, Aug. 14
Monday, Aug. 16
Events of 13th Douglas Murray-Calloway
County Masons will meet at 7:30 Apr 20 to May 20;
You'll enjoy unusual mental
Menus for the Nutrition Homecoming will be din- Park. In case of rain will p.m. at lodge hall.
rapport with a close tie A love
Program for the Elderly ner at 6 p.m. at Colonial be at Community Room
or a phone call brings
Recovery, Inc.. will letter
and Meals on Wheels for House Smorgasbord and of North Branch of
you closer. Travel is likely.
the week of Aug. 16-20 dance from 9 p.m. to 1 Peoples Bank. For reser- meet at 7:30 p.m. at
GEMINI
Health Center, North
have been released by a.m. at University vations call 759-4138.
May 21 to June ZO;
By Abigail Van Buren
Seventh and Olive
Tripp Thurman, director Center, Murray State
Isabella Rossellini
Money comes in now, but
Men's Tennis will be Streets.
'of Murray-Calloway University.
it's up to you to make sure that
calisthenics, aerobic
from 9 a.m. to noon at
County Senior Citizens.
Tuesday, Aug. 17
it doesn't go out. Career prodance, stretching and
Meals are served Mon- Asbury Cemetery Murray Country Club.
Calloway County spects brighten, but don't be
yoga. She avoids bread
EN day through Friday at homecoming will start at
Faculty-Staff Tennis extravagant
and beer, but loves to eat
V Hazel and Douglas 11 a.m.
Murray Shrine Club Tournament will be from CANCER
DEAR ABBY: We kiss and cuddle by the hour. We aren't Centers
french fries. When
and each Tues- Events in Land Bet- Golf Tournament will 6 to 8:30 p.m. at new ten- (June 21 to July 22 40
(C)
youngsters.
He's
a widower of 66,and I'm 69 and have never
depressed, sick or
day and Thursday at Ellis ween the Lakes will in- open at 8 a.m. at Murray nis courts at Calloway
Sports and exercise make
discourages Isabella been married - or anything. (Yes, I'm still a virgin.( The Center. Meals also are elude The
Country
Club.
this a special day of summer
County High School.
Owl and the
finds pasta "consol," kissing and cuddling is as far as I will go. Of course, he sent out each day.
tun. Take the initiative in
Forest at 2 p.m. and
Academy Award would like sex, but I told him no marriage, no sex.
Menus
are as follows: Fishing Techniques On
Second night of "SumRetirees of Local 1068 romance and in planning good
He wants to live together first and has given me every
nominee Cathy Moriarty, excuse
imaginable for not wanting to get married. Mainly Monday - spaghetti the Lake from 7:30 to 9:30 mer Romance" will be UAW-AFL-CIO will have times.
is the only woman of the his children are against it,
and he hasn't enough money. and meatballs, cheese, p.m., both at Woodlands presented by Community a potluck supper at First LEO
ten chosen most beautiful Also, he says there are plenty of women who
will given him whole carrots, tossed Nature Center; Basket Theatre at 8 p.m. in Christian Church at 5:30 ;July 23 to Aug. 221 4214
last year as well as this sex without marriage,
You're happily preoccupied
salad and thousand island Making Workshop from Playhouse in the Park, p.m.
with private pursuits and
year. She says, "...you The lack of money and his children being against it dressing, crackers, but- 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
and
.
happen to be true. I don't know about the other women. We ter,
domestic projects. It's a laidpineapple, milk, cot- Summer Eve Party at 7 Park. For information
Christian Women's
live in the same apartment building, which gives me an
hack day, but a productive
fee or tea.
call
p.m.,
759-1752.
Club
both
of
Murray,
at
KenThe
edge.
one
Tuesday
Homeplace-1850
tucky
will
cod
fried
have
.
a
MotherSex without marriage is against my principles but at my ..
VIRGO
.
fish, hashbrowns, cabDaughter Brunch from 10 Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
age, my chances for marriage are practically
Sunday, Aug. 15
nil. The
bage, cornbread, butter. Second day
a.m.
to
noon
at
Calloway
attraction between us is strong.
Exceptional
Children's
Weekend jaunts lead to exof rumIf I hold out for marriage, do you think he'll give in'? orange cake, orange, mage sale ,by Murray Benefit by Twin Lakes Public Library. For in, citing new friendships and
formation
call
YOUNG AT HEART milk, coffee or tea.
489-2174
or
good times. Accept invitations
Band Boosters will be Coon Hunters Club and
Wednesday - fried
which arrive now.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on ACHA will start at 1 p.m. 753-6445.
DEAR YOUNG: Whether he will give in, I cannot chicken, green beans from
lawn of Murray Middle at club, located two miles
LIBRA
predict. You could save a lot of time by giving him a with cream of
Cathy Moriarty
Bethel
Baptist
mushroom School.
Bible
Sept. 23 to Oct. U) —
east of Hardin off
deadline. But never give a man* deadline for an soup, egg
plant parameStudy will meet at 6 p.m.
Participate in community
Highway 80.
' prepared to lose.
can't just starve yourself. ultimatum) unless you're
sian, hot roll, butter,
at
home
affairs
of
and you may meet with
David and
, Garage sale by District
Keeping your body toned
banana, milk, coffee or 17, Unit Licensed
1,
Prac- Calloway Chamber Aleshia Cunningham, Ut- important introductions and
is the most important DEAR ABBY: When I was 12, there was some question tea.
chances
to improve status and
terback
Road.
about what was wrong with me, then I was finally
tical Nurses, will be from Singers will serve
thing about dieting." To diagnosed
income.
as having epilepsy. I was given large doses of Thursday - roast beef 7 a.m, to noon at 707 smorgasbord dinner from
keep fit she and her hus- medication to control the condition,
and gravy, mashed
Murray TOPS (take off SCORPIO
noon to 2 p.m. in cafeteria
band, Carmine Dana, The next four years were a nightmare. I went completely Potatoes, green peas, hot Sycamore St.
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ; 111/4"
of Calloway County High pounds sensibly ; Club
regularly work out in the crazy. I slit my wrists, ran away, tried to overdose on my roll, butter, peach cobwill meet at 7 p.m. at Get in touch with those afar
School.
Calloway
County
and a make plans for a visit.
gym in their California medication and even called tli police once to tell them I was bier, peaches, milk, cofHealth Center.
Chapter of Full Gospel
Investigate courses of study
planning to kill my mother. I was sent to a foster home,then fee or tea.
home.
The
"Golden
Basswill
.
Business
Men's
Internaand enjoy higher nund purActress Katherine Rags a mental institution, and ended up in a half-way house. Friday - bar-b-que
Alcoholics
Anonymous
be
presented
from
1
to
4
tional
Fellowship
will
suits.
loves the outdoors. She Fifteen seizures a day were about average for me. There pork, vegetable sticks,
p.m. at Woodlands and Alanon will meet at 8 SAGITTARIUS
ac.ike
rides ' horses, cycles, were times I was so drugged from medication that I had to cole slaw, crackers, but- haves dinner meeting for
p.m.
in
western
portion
of
Nature
Center,
close
one
Land
eye
Betto
see
and
straight.
men
their
families at
I was told I was emotionally
Nov . 22 to Dec. 21
runs,swims and also goes
ter, blueberry tail, apple,
Livestock and Exposition It's best to keep happy
, 6 30 p.m. at Triangle ween the Lakes.
disturbed. to a gym. She avoids junk I entered
Center.
a hospital for some tests, and during the milk,coffee or tea.
Restaurant.
financial developments to
Temple Hill Lodge No.
examination they discovered a tumor the size of a large
yourself, as a friend could get
Murray
Squar-A276
F.& A.M. will have a
turkey egg on my right temporal lobe. This tumor had been .
Murray Assembly No. jealous. Work from behind the
Naders
scheduled
are
to
family potluck lunch and 19 Order of Rainbow for scenes.
putting pressure on the part of my brain that controlled my
dance at 8 p.m. at picnic at 1 p.m. at Girls will meet at 7 p.m.
personality. So it turns out I never was epileptic or
CAPRICORN
emotionally disturbed. I was physically ill!
Woodmen of World Hall. Murray-Calloway County at lodge hall.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19;
I had surgery with the understanding that I had only a 30
Park.
You may be invited to an
Alcoholics Anonymous
percent chance of surviving. To make a long story short, I
Memorial Baptist elegant party. Be sure to acam now 21 and haven't had a seizure since my operation. I
Alanon will meet at 8
Third night of "Sum- Church will have a chur- cept invitations, as benefits
am also happily married and am expecting a baby next
,p.m. in western portion of
month.
Katherine Ross
Livestock and Exposition mer Romance" will be by chwide skating party come through friends. Love
Abby, please keep telling your readers that if there is any
Community Theatre at 8 from 8 to 10 p.m. at Roller blossoms too.
Center.
food and sugar. For a doubt about a diagnosis to get a second opinion.
NEW YORK ( API p.m. in Playhouse in the Skating of Murray, AQUARIUS
stnooth complexion says
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 ;
HAPPY ENDING IN,COLORADO There were 44 years of oil Fraternal Order of Park, Murray-Calloway Highway 641 North.
Your enthusiasm about a
Katherine. "One thing I
and
gasan left51years of natural Police Lodge No. 23 will County Park. For indo, no matter what, is ap- DEAR HAPPY: I shall. Congratulations, and
Murray Optimist Club career project is merited.
have a picnic for formation call 759-1752.
in
United
States
ply vitamin E oil every thanks for a wonderful success story.
will meet at 6 p.m. at New chances for success
onshore and offshore members and associate
night."
Joe's Family Restaurant. make you happy. Keep aiming
Monday, Aug. 16
DEAR ABBY: I received an invitation to my cousin's fields by the end of 1980, members at 6 p.m. at
for the top!
Raquel Welch. now wedding. With it came an
Murray Chapter of ProRSVP card, with a stamped says an energy-oriented
PISCES
starring on Broadway in envelope for my reply. I accepted the
Senior citizens centers
fessional Secretaries will
invitation and journal.
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20;
"Woman Of the Year," indicated-orf the card that I was bringing 14,escort
meet at 7 p.m. at Univer- will be open as follows: Leisure-time activities are
- and I According to Energy
the mother of a 21 year- wrote in his name.
User News, the figures
sity Branch of Bank of Dexter at 9:30 a.m.; accented. Romance is in the
old son and a 19 year-old Now it seems that I have committed a "cardinal sin.- I were based on a U.S.
Hazel and Douglas from offing, especially for
Murray.
daughter says, have been informed (by my mother) that I had no right to Geological Survey of
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis travelers. Children have good
invite
an
escort
without
the
permission
of
the bride's family domestic production and
"Everything becomes
Bluegrass State CB from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
news.
since
they
are
footing
the
bill.
easier as I Ccl ld •
NEW YORK I AP; - Club will meet at 7 p.m.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
I honestly thought it was socially correct for a woman to resource figures for that
An estimated 100 million at Joe's Family
Msnaging for Wildlife flair for large enterprises and
be escorted, and since no escort was provided for me, I year.
will be program at 2 p.m. making money. Though you
The journal says, people are expected to Restaurant.
invited my own,
at Woodlands Nature can succeed handsomely in
however, that additional watch the annual Jerry
Was I wroug?
SOCIALLY AWKWARD quantities of oil and gas Lewis Labor Day Murray Lodge No. 105 Center, Land Between business, you're more often
found in the arts.
may be expected from Telethon to fight Free and Accepted the Lakes.
DEAR AWKWARD: Yes. You should not have sources outside the scope muscular dystrophy.
invited an escort without first asking permission to of "conventional The 17th national
do so.
resources,- such as telethon will be broadcast
DEAR ABBY:['notice t:(at you use the word "assume" a heavy-oil deposits, tar, oil from Las Vegas for 2P,.
lot. Never assume anything. When you assume, you make shale and low - hours, beginning Sept. 5
an "ass- out of "u" and "me,"
permeability gas reser- and continuing into the
ASSUMED NADA IN OK. CITY voirs.
next day.
Raquel Welch
keeping myself looking
well and feeling happy."
Her beauty regime inchides 1"., hours of hatha
Ron L
yoga each day. Her died
Joyce's
consists only of green
17' Boss Hawk 115 Evenrude
vegetables, fruits,
chicken. fish, veal, liver,
TRAILER•TROLL•DEPTH FINDER
rice and oat cereals.
15' Bass Hawk 75 H.P. Evinrude
Super-model Christie
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Christie Brinkley
stantly diet. To look
wonderful modeling
bathing suits, she confesses, "No matter how
much you exercise if you
hive in tont dellitietCasi
do you have to watch
it...or else!"
.Morgan Fairchild of
"F'lamingo Road" never
diets, but controls her.
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Choice of Potato & Hot Roll
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Inner adjustments help Purcell survive in pros
On the outside Mel Purcell remains the same guy
who grew up around Murray. maybe a little more
muscular, maybe a little browner from hours of tennis in the summer sun.
On the inside, though. he's undergoing a vital
metamorphosis.
Beneath the surface of the lean, tanned young
man is a hard-cranking tennis machine --- constant1y. churning, ever learning new angles to keep him
alive in the cutthroat pro tennis business.
-I've changed," Purcell admits,"I'm starting to
be more aggressive, hitting more winners instead
of waiting for the other guy to make a mistake."
Purcell, ranked 19th among the world's tennis
players, described his most recent transition during
a break in his touring schedule. Home last week for
a much-needed break, the Murrayan said he's mentally maturing and feels himself becoming a more
dangerous player.
His turning point, he says, launching him from
the ranks of struggling unknowns to a member of
the Top 20 elite, came in the U.S. Pro Championships in Boston in July.
••After Wimbledon defeated by Hank Phister in
his opening match ) I went to Boston which is my
bad luck tournament. I was really down. But I beat
liven) Lendl in really hot weather and came back
and won the next-day i Fernando Luna in even hotter weather and my legs were just gone ... they

"I've changed... "I'm starting
to be more aggressive, hitting
more winners instead of waiting
for the other guy to make a mistake."
— Mel Purcell, 1982

gut tu

covering
oil fields t°9
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

were feeling mushy and dead."
Overcoming almost crippling e t ia ust ion, Purcell
doggedly continued, facing top-seed Guillermo
Vilas in the finals on television on a hot Monday
night. And he was handily destroyed,6-4, 6-0.
"But," he insists, "I was going into the match
KNOWING I could win. It was different from just
thinking,'hey, I'll just go out and try to win as many
games as I can and try to improve.' I went out there
believing! could beat him."
The key was confidence. A confidence the blonde
hustler with the. rocket forehand is learning to
assert mentally as well as physically.
Before Boston, Purcell was already known as a
crowd-pleaser for his never-say-die attitude.
Whereas some players would cut slack in a lopsided
match, Purcell would refuse to admit defeat.
Skittering across court, hustling for the impossible shot have become Purcell trademarks and the
scabby elbows and knees lay witness to his gung-ho
style.
After Boston came Indianapolis and the U.S. Clay
Court Championships.
"At Indianapolis I found my confidence was no
fluke. Any time you make the finals of a tournament
( Boston) you've got to believe in yourself. You've

The most important room
for summer cooling..
•

Your attic may well be the most important room in your house
this summer.
You. see, the summer sun beats down on your roof and raises the
temperature in your attic.
The heat then flows into the
living areas of your home,
putting an extra burden
on your air-conditioner.

SAVE
YOU_

But you can keep out the
heat and reduce your cooling
costs by installing adequate
insulation (at least R-19,
better yet R-30) and proper
ventilation in your attic.

CONSERVE
ENERGY

Tv4 Murray Electric Co.
401 Olive St.

,4ru call du it

I
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physical part ... chasing down balls and all."
At Indy, Purcell's confidence soared as he wiped
out the early round opponents with rnachinegun
regularity. Then an old nemesis struck and Jose
Luis Clerc knocked him off in three knucklebiting
sets in the quarterfinals.
But because of the successes at Boston and Indianapolis, the 23-year-old considers his summer
well-spent. Yet he wasn't all that sure of himself
back in April.
"Against tJimrny I Connors I wasn't as sure,
mentally, when I played him ... and it showed. I
didn't believe I could beat him," Purcell said.
Mentally Purcell whipped himself before Connors
applied the 6-2, 6-1, finishing touches in the finals of
the Pacific Southwest Open. Purcell was frustrated.
A mental tennis washout at 22.
"I tried some cheap shots that didn't work," he
said following the match. "So I said to myself,
'What can I do?' And there wasn't anything I could
do. He took me out of my game plan."
But after Boston, Purcell did a mental 180 and
he's been cruising a mental high since then. Like a
swig of mysterious elixir the transformation is
almost physical.
"Right now tennis is the driving force in my life.
It's a job. It's not like! like playing tennis so much
as! want to play and be good at it. The travelling is
the worst part. A lot of people look at the travel and
say, 'That must be great to go.everywhere.' But
whenever I go someplace it's not like I'm going
there to have a good time.
"Like going to Cincinnati — you don't go to Cincinnati to have a good time or next year you won't
be up there."
"I don't consider myself a big success, yet. I've
still got a lot of hard work to do."
IA continuation of this interview with Mel Purcell
Will appear in Monday's sports section).
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Beamer pleased with Racers
during first preseason drills
Murray State football
coach Frank Reamer liked what he saw Friday as
the Racers completed the
initial day of fall practice
in preparation for the
Sept.4 opener against
Southeast Missouri.
Beamer was most impresssed with the early
showing of his new
recruits and also expressed satisfaction with his
team's mental preparation prior to the start of
drills.
-For the most part,
everyone reported in
good condition and is enthusiastic about getting
started," Beamer said.
-Some young people are
definitely going to figure
in the success of this football team and I'm talking
not only about scholarship recruits but also our
walk-on group."

Beamer is working_
with a 116-man roster and
will continue minus pads
in non-contact work today
and Monday. Tuesday
will mark the Racers first
day in pads with the
team's first scrimmage
set for Wednesday afternoon at the practice field.
Quarterback Winston
Ford was among several
players praised by
Bearner for his obvious
preparation during the
summer. The senior
signal-caller is being
counted on to fill the void

created with the departure of Gino Gibbs.
Ford and the entire
Racer roster and
coaching staff will be on
hand Sunday at Roy
Stewart Stadium for the
annual Meet the Team
Bar-B-Que scheduled for
5 p.m. The meal will cost
$5 for adults and $3 for
children in grades 1-12,
The Racers are working out twice each day
with sessions at 9 a.m.
and 3 p.m. at the practice
field behind Stewart
Stadium.

Norris increases lead
in Hartford Open golf

RUNNEI
were (front
Dana Hohn

WE THE RSFIELDy-- of play in the $300.000
Conn. I API — Tim Norris Sammy Davis Jr.fired a 7-under-par 64 to Greater Hartford Open.
increase his lead to three
Norris, who held a onestrokes after two rounds stroke lead after the
opening round, had a 36hole total of 127, 15 under
par. That score set a twoKEEP THAT GREAT GM
round record for the
FEELING WITH GENUINE
6,534-yard Wethersfield
GM PARTS
Country Club course and
p
tied the low 36-hole total
on this year's PGA tour.
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New -town dilemmas lade alter a
WELCOME WAGON call
As WELCOME WAGON Representative
it's my job to help you make the most 01
your new neighborhood Shopping areas
Community opportunities Special attractions lots of tips to save you time and
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.than just a
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Has your home insurance
kept pace with the stead,
rise in construction costs"'
We U be happy to help yoi.
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insurance agency representing State Auto
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Pirates triumph, 7-4

Division race tightens when Cards lose

!Imes

By PETER MA TTIACE
Associated Press writer
PITTSBURGH I AP) —
Don Robinson pitched an
nine-hitter and Tony
Pena and Bill Madlock
homered to lead the Pittsburgh Pirates to a 7-4
victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals Friday night,
tightening up the National League East pennant race.

s had the
he wiped
ichirkegun
and Jose
:•klebiting
n and Insummer
himself
as sure.
;howed. I
kid.
e Connors
e finals of
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cork," he
myself,
ig I could

ALL STARS — Selected to the Kentucky League South All Star team were
)front row, from lefO Ryan Malone, Chris Dill, Travis Turner, Bill Fandrich,
Jon Wilson, (second row, from left) Brent Dunlap, Chad Bazzell, Benji Kelly,
Kevin Tucker, Joey Waller, Andy Rickman, Clint Hutson, Stanley Waller and
Jim Balzer.

3

The win snapped the
Pirates' three-game losing streak and ended the
first-place Cardinals'
three -game winning
streak. Coupled with the
Montreal Expos victory
over Philadelphia,
St.Louis now leads the
Phillies by a half game
with the Expos three out
and the Pirates four
behind.
Robinson, 13-6, struck
out eight as he posted his
fifth complete game of
the season. In his last 45
at-bats prior to Friday
night, Robinson was hitting .333. He added a runscoring double in the
sixth to bring his RBI

.•

1180 and
?ri. Like a
nation is
n my life.
;so much
iveiling is
ravel and
lere.' But
'm going

total for the season to Hi,
tops in the NI. pitchers
Cardinals' nght-hander
Bob Forsch, 11-7, gave up
four runs on six hits in
three innings he worked.
St. Louis took a 1-0 lead
in the first when Tom
Herr walked and Keith
Hernandez tripled off the
right-center field fence.
Pittsburgh came back
to take a 2-1 lead in the
bottom of the first. Omar
Moreno and Johnny Ray
singled, Madlock advanced both with a fly to deep
left field and Jason
Thompson drove home
Moreno with a fielder's
choice to second base.
Mike Easter then doubled
Ray home.
St. Louis tied it 2-2 in
the second when Ken
Oberkfell singled, went ot
third on a single by Ozzie
Smith and scored on
Forsch's suicide squeeze.
Pena gave the Pirates a
3-2 lead in the bottom of
the inning, hitting his
seventh home run of the
year over the left field
wall.
Pittsburgh added a run

Murray State signs
Farmington pitcher

go to Cinyou won't
yet. I've
el Purcell
ALL STARS — Members of the Kentucky League Murray West All Star team
included (front row, from left) Tony Atkins, Alan Rayburn, Daryl Eldridge,
Michael Brock, Witham Beale, Charlie Marello, I second row, from left) Doug
Hendon, Will Gentry, Robert Orr, Mark Sallin, Nathan Clark, Kent Dodd,
Gregory Gilbert, and coaches Charlie Beale, Joe Dodd,and Bill Rayburn.
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Righthanded pitcher
Todd Smith of Farmington High School has
signed to play baseball
for Murray State. Smith,
a strikeout artist whose
fastball has been clocked
at 86 mph, fanned 56 batters in 32 innings his
senior year at FHS.
He also accumulated a
scant 1.52 ERA the same
year.

Stranded
Blue Jays
bombed by
Brewers

RUNNERUP — Finishing second in the girls lower division softball league
were (front row, from left) Becky Freeze, Jennifer Fairbanks, Melissa Muscio,
Dana Hohman, Janie Martin, Jennifer Parker, Ginger Billington,(second
row)
coach Gary Hohman, Kristy Hohman, Karen Rains, coach Bob Martin, Michelle
Anderson, Jennifer Hamilton, Lanie Howell, coach David Howell, bat
boy Jay
Howell and not pictured Tina lane.

Pregame handshakes cause stir
as pro football managers object
By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
National Football
League owners can expect more symbolic handshakes between opposing
players as the exhibition
season continues, union
official Ed Garvey says.
Ignoring threats of a
minimum $100 fine, NFL
players met at midfield
for pregame handshakes
at two preseason games
Friday night, hoping to
demonstrate solidarity
against management.
"Before virtually every
game, there will be a
handshake," said
Garvey, the NFL Players
Association executive
director.
Garvey called the
threat of fines "unlawful.
Players have right to this
activity."
On Friday night, the
Kansas City Chiefs and
Cincinnati Bengals rushed to the middle of the
field to shake hands after
the national anthem at
Arrowhead Stadium. The
St. Louis Cardinals and
Seattle Seahawks later

did the same thing at the
Kingdome.
The attention given the
"high-fives" and hand
slaps on the field before
the games may have
overshadowed the
results, which saw Kansas City beat Cincinnati
26-20 and Seattle defeat
St. Louis 14-0.
Similar handshakes
were exchanged Thursday night before the
Houston Oilers edged the
New Orleans Saints 22-20.
Despite booing from
the crowds, some of the
players raised their arms
and clenched fists.
At Seattle, uniformed
players were joined on
the field by several injured players in street
clothes. Seattle quarterback Jim Zorn and wide
receiver Steve Largent,
who have said they won't
Join in any players'
strike, also were among
the handshakers.

On Monday night,
Chicago visits San Diego.
Several highly touted
rookies were to make
their NFL debuts today
and tonight, including top
pick Kenneth Sims of
New England and
Heisman Trophy winner
Marcus Allen of the
Raiders. Also debuting in
the NFL will be
Cleveland linebacker
Tom Cousineau, the first
pick in the 1979 draft who
spurned Buffalo and
played the last three
seasons with Montreal of
the Canadian Football
League.

In a national television
game today, the Raiders
were at San Francisco,
while in tonight's games

•
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it's the New York Jets at
Green Bay, Buffalo at
Dallas, Minnesota at
Atlanta, Cleveland at
Detroit, Denver at the
Los Angeles Rams, the
New York Giants at
Baltimore, Philadelphia
at Tampa Bay, and Pittsburgh vs. New England
at Knoxville, Tenn.

COUPON

•
•

Puttertown Family
Recreation Center
Miniature Golf

51

5DC OFF

SUrarIC

•

Evidirt Carlota
Dame & Gyoutaefite Studio
ANNOUNCES REGISTRATION
Wednesday - August 18, 1982
Classes in: Tap-B;11ei-lizz-Gymnastic
Boys & Girls Ages 4 and up

• 41+

Murray. Ky. Corner of S. 9th and Fairlane

cond on Ray b sacrifice.
Madlock was walked intentionally and Thompson bounced to second,
but shortstop Ozzie Smith
dropped the ball while gomg for a double play, and
Moreno scored
Robinson's RBI double
made it 6-2 in the sixth
and Madlock hit his 12th

homer of the season in
the seventh for a 7-2 lead
St. Lows got its third
run in the eighth when
Dane lorg singled, moved
to second on an infield out
and scored on a single by
Willie McGee, while Tommy Herr's sacrifice fly in
the ninth drove in the
final run

SCOREBOARD

NatoShack
Your discount • arts su Emmert
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck • arts...save 10-50%
Major League Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEA(.t,
Etaltimore Palmer 9-3 , at Boss.,
Eastern Diviskin
Eastern Division
Eickwaley 11-10
W L Pci GB
W L Pet GB
California Renko 16-3 at Oakland
Slims,
64 50
561
—
kidwas.ker
68 46
596
Keough 9.151
—
Phdadelphia
64 51
557
Boston
62 5
549 •
Tomato. Stieb 12.11 , at Mdwaultee
Montreal
61 53
535
3
Baltimore
54 53
527
Caldwell
16-10 In/
Pittsburgh
60 54
568
4
Detroit
58 55
.513
New York Bayley 6.7 Si Chi a.
9,
9
New York
19 61
434 lea New York
56 56
.6e II
Hoyt 13-14 I. In
Chicago
19 68
419 lei Cleveland
.54 57
.496 12vi
Searile 1 Moore 6-91 at Minneaota
Western Divialon
Toronto
55 61
.474 14
limos1141.
Los Angeles
66 51
564
—
WaKern Division
Clevelend , Barker 11-7 al Tem.
Atlanta
62 52
544
27y Califorma
66 40
.579 —
Butcher 0.2t, ic
San Diego
62 54
534
3(y Kansas City
64 49
566 1,
,
San Franctsco 60 57
513
6
Chicago
61 52
540
4
Houston ,
Sanday's Gana,
51 kJ
447 13, Seattle
56 58
191
I0
Kansas City at Detroit
Cinctrinati
12 73
365 M
Oakland
50 66
131
17
Baltimore at Boston
Friday's Games
Texas
45 67
4172 20
New York at Clocago
Pittsburgh 7, St Lotus 4
Minnesota
40 75
346 36,
Seattle at Minnesota
Montrml 3, Philadelphia 2
Friday's GWYN
Toronto at Milwaukee
Cmcinnati 3. Houston 0
Boston5. Baltimore 2
California at Oakland
New York 6, Owego 4
Detroit 10. KW...City I
Cleveland at Texas, n
San Diego 7. Atlanta 1
New York 4. Clumgo 3
Igewiley's Games
Los Angelm 6, San Francisco I
Minnesota 3. Seattle I
Cleveland at Toronto. 2
Saturday's Gomm
Milwaukee 3, Toronto I
Kansas City at New York. 2
Pruladelplua Carlton 16-8 at MonTexas 8. Cleveland 7
Baltimore at Boston. n
treal Sanderson 611 I
California 9. Oakland 0
Seattle at ENtroit, n
Chicago Jenkins 6-13, at Sr., York
Satorday's Games
Chicago at Texas, n
(Swan 741
Kanms City 'Guru 13-8 at Detroit
California at Oakland n
Si lotus Stuper
, at Pittsburgh , Petri 124,
Only games scheduled
I Candelana 9-4,
Houston Knepper 4-12( at Cuirinnati
Berenyi6-11
n,
San Franctsco ( Barr 2-2, at Los
Angeles (Stewirt 741,In
Atlanta tPerim 021 at San Diego
Modefusco 9-71, n1
Simlny's Games
TORONTO (API — championship.
Chicago at New York. 2
Second-seeded Jimmy
St Louis at Pittsburgh, 2
Top-seeded John
Philadelphia at Montreal
Connors swept fellow McEnroe defeated No.15
Houston at Cinctrinati
American Lloyd Bourne Henri Leconte of France,
San Francisco at Los Angeles
Atlanta at San Diego
6-4, 6-2 to advance to the 7-6, 6-2 and Vitas
Monday's Games
semifinals of the Player's Gerulaitis beat Steve
Houston at Cincinnati. ( n
Only game scheduled
Internation

Pro tennis

al

South 12th Street

tennnis Denton to win 7-6, 6-3.

753-8971

Southsido Confer

FLOTE-BOTE
DOES IT ALL!
FOR ALL AGES
`
11111111111111awm

There is plenty of room for your fishing buddies' gear and the big ones that don't get away.
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I
I,

If you think you
can't ski behind a
Flote-Bote you're in
for o surprise.
They've great for
scuba diving and
swimming, too,
because that big
deck is really stable.
And it burns less
fuel than most other
boots, thanks to its
efficient design

With this all weather enclosure you can eniov
your Flote-Bute 24 hrs. a cloy

I
I,

LOW MAINTENANCE — EASY TO OPERATED
SAFEST BOAT KNOWN
You Don't Have To Worry About Leaving Them
In The Rain — So Nice To Have
Don McClure

Grayson McClure

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC.

9:30 AM - 5:30 PM

641 N. Miurny
Old Sonic Location

Open 5-11 Mon.-Fri. 12-12 Sat.
Sun. 1-6 8. 9-12

MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Jim Gantner singled
home Milwaukee's goahead run in the fourth inning and Pete Vuckovich
scattered seven hits,
leading the Brewers to a
3-1 victory over the
Toronto Blue Jays Friday
night.
Vuckovich, 13-4, walked eight, including three
in the first inning, but
was tough in the clutch
and struck out five as the
Blue Jays left 12 runners
on base.
Damaso Garcia singled, took second on an infield out, reached third on
a wild pitch by Vuckovich
and scored on Ernie
Whitt's grounder to give
Toronto a 1-0 lead in the
first inning.
Vuckovich then walked
the bases loaded with two
out and had a 2-0 count on
Hosken Powell, having
throwr. 14 balls in 16 pitches, before Powell
grounded out to end the
inning.
The Brewers took a 2-1
lead against Luis Leal, 810, in the fourth. A single
by Ted Simmons, a walk
to Ben Oglivie and Roy
Howell's single loaded
the bases with one out.
The runs scored on Marshall Edwards' grounder
and a bloop single by
Gantner.
The Brewers added
their final run in the sixth
when Edwards walked,
stole second and scored
on a single by Robin
Yount.

But Smith's most
notable accomplishments
came during his summer
league play with the
Paducah American
Legion squad.
Smith set a single
season strikeout record
by retiring 101 batters in
80 innings enroute to an 83 record.
MSU assistant coach
Leon Wurth signed the
hard throwing youngster
and said, "Todd has a
great future here. His
potential is unlimited and
he made great progress
with his pitching
mechanics this summer."

in the third when
Madlock singled and
Thompson doubled to
right. Easier was walked
intentionally to load the
bases, but Lee Lacy
grounded to shortstop,
scoring Madlock.
Pittsburgh made it 5-2
in the fifth when Moreno
singled and moved to se-

753-4647

Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Take 94 Fast out of Murra7riwiles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign
Turn right then left and you have arrived

Phones 502 436-5483 or 75 -4
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west kentucky outdoors
by wade bourne
'•See that beaver
mound?" Greg Richey
asted. "Throw in next to
its base. The beavers
have stored up a lot of
sticks to eat for winter.
and there's a good chance
a bass will be there."
I lofted a plastic worm
in next to the mud lodge
and took up slack as the
bait settled. Then I began
a slow. easy retrieve
through the cover. Ever
. so gently. One crank at a
time. Watching, feeling.
waiting for a fish to
enhale the worm and
telegraph the action back
up my line.
Finally the worm was
next to the boat, and I
wound up for another
cast. I'd fish this spot as
long as Greg thought it
wise. To me. he's bass
fishing's version of E.F.
Hutton. When he speaks.
I listen.
Greg Richey lives near
Central City in
Muhlenberg County.
married his first cousin
some four years back,
and since then I've -been
privy to his storehouse of
outdoor knowledge. He's
a full time trapper in the
winter. In summer he's a
carpenter, but he fills
many idle hours in the
swamps after bass or in
the Barkley/Kentucky
tailwaters catching white
bass, cr.pppie and
rockfish.
When I'd called this
particular day. I asked
the standard question.
--Got any good'un's lately?"
"Well. I got a 9 pound 10
ounce bass the other
night and a 7-2 the week
before," he said casually.
I tried-to act unimpressed
and asked where and
how?
"I got 'em at a local
coal company lake," he

Nlit) twit.' Creek same excellent bass op"Caught eni ample
both on a big buzz bait. in the Purchase Area is portunities.
They sounded like can- loaded with fish, and it
The point is. it'll take
nonballs hitting the hardly ever sees a fisher- breaking out of the old
water."
man. Oxbow lake border- routines and a little imCannonballs! Most ing the Ohio and agination to find and fish
bass I catch sound like Mississippi Rivers are some of these spots. But
acorns falling in a mud full of bass and panfish. the rewards may be
puddle. It's been so long And the rivers worth the extra effort.
since I've caught a decent themselves are fishing
Most places I've
fish. I've almost forgot- hotspots which see few
described would require
ten the thrill. "When are anglers. The new
special rigs like a small
we going?" I asked.
Smithland Reservoir johnboat.
a canoe, a
"When are you coming should offer some fanfishing innertube, a
up? he responded.
tastic fishing, yet it's at- swamp
skimmer or
-Seems like I've been tracted very little attenmaybe nothing more than
proznising the wife a visit tion. 11 know two bass
a good pair of tennis
with the relatives...." I chasers who are doing
shoes. I But take warnreplied, which eventually well up some of
ing! Some of these places
led to that certain beaver Smithland's creeks. I
grow cottonmouths as big
pond and a sultry afterA while back I wrote an as
the bass. I
noon.
article for Outdoor Life
Did I catch my big bass
Greg Richey's strong magazine about bluegill
suit is knowing places fishing in the coal region out of Greg Richey's
and techniques that around Madisonville and beaver pond? Obviously
aren't normally fished. Central City. I learned not, or I would have had
He sticks with the non- that there are literally my picture spread across
typical, the coal pits, thousands of strip pits this page. But there were
beaver ponds and flooded which are pretty inac- plenty big ones there, just
bottoms that are hard to cessible but which offer as there are in numerous
reach. He wades for fish. super action on bass and holes like this throughout
west Kentucky. All the
He hikes into the swamps bream.
Out-of-the-way places and offbeat places can produce great fishing throughout west Kentucky.
along railroad rights-ofI've fished the bass need is someone to
way. He floats creeks. In Cumberland river in the catch them.
Photo by Wade Bow-ne
essence, he's fishing for dead of summer and
bass that are virgin to ar- found good concentratificial baits, and their tions of largemouth and
reactions are evident Kentucky bass. I've
through Greg's success.
never tried it, but I'd be
There are places willing to bet the lower
throughout western Ken- Clark's River or the West
tucky just like this, if only Fork of the Clark's in the
people will get out and Raker area would have •
Find them. It's awfully
easy to go to the big lakes
I'm glad someone final- trolling for sauger.
There are many dif- large schools of baitfish an exception. So
maybe it
and launch on a concrete
Lesa fought the big fish ferent lures which will are feeding on gnats.
ly caught one of the big
will be on your next cast.
ramp and take off down
rockfish ( stripe for approximately 15 catch stripes and I'm
Early mornings and Get out and get among
the bank. It's also awfully
transplant I which prowls minutes without ever br- sure all of you have a late evenings are the them!
easy to get skunked if you
the waters of Kentucky inging it into view. so I favorite. Anything white best, but there is always
Hapd
. Fishing!
don't know what you're
helped her reel it closer to or silver usually does the
Lake!
doing.
We have bee hanging the boat and then tried to trick if stripes art.
Oh, it's possible to get
some kind of big fish all net the striper with a around.
skunked at the out-of-theyear long, but until dipnet which was much
One of the best tips I
way places, but the
recently all of them had too small.
can give on stripe fishing
chances arc less likely.
The
hooks
pulled out, is, make your retrieve
gotten away without ever
The chances are also betbent out of shape and the very fast.
being seen.
•
ter of finding a true honey
FORT KNOX, Ky. — ed groups are nonWhen my. daughter, fish swam away; but we
Sauger can still be Hunters who want to pur- military
hole, a bassin' bonanza
hunters and
Lesa, was visiting me in were able to identify it. I
taken by trolling a deep sue whitetail deer with
that only you know about.
a must follow mail-in proJune, a big striper took guessed the weight to be
diving
crankbait
along
So you want some exshotgun
or
muzzleloader cedures.
her lure while we were at least 20 pounds.
Gun hunt registration
I believe other the bars and ledges near at Fort Knox this fall can
the
main
river
channel.
begin
registering Aug. 16. fees are $2 for enlisted
fishermen have had
iØ
Color
selection
is
getAll
applications must be military and their family
similar experiences, but
members; $4 for all other
didn't realize what the ting tougher so don't be a made by Aug. 31.
hard
head
and
stay
with
The three weekend military hunters, and $15
possibilities were.
just
one.
season will be conducted for non-military.
Something is keeping
The black bass are Nov. 27-28, Dec. 4-5 and
our big black bass from
Non-military hunters
Aurora teutucky
must register by mail,
using the deep ledges and becoming more active 18-19.
Were Known For Our... %TO
since the water is beginnThe militiary category paying their $15 fee in the
dropoffs.
•Del.cious Fish Dinners *Homemade Desserts
hunter can sign up in per- form of a postal money
The number one fish.to ing to cool a few degrees.
Serving Those
*Plate Lunches *Breakfast Served Anytime
catch now would be the
Gary and Krista Crass son daily at Hunt Control, order, certified or
white bass. They are have had a couple of good Building 9333. French cashier's check made
Sunday Dinner
schooled in many areas days this week even Range near the intersec- payable to Finance and
Ch.cken & Dressmg, 3
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
Hwy. around the lake and are though the lake was chop- tion of Upton and Main Accounting Officer, US
'egetables,
Teo
or
Coffee,
.
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Army. Fort Knox.
68 active several times a py at times. They have Range Roads.
Bread & Dessert
Office hours are: Sam.
Mon.-Sot. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Send applications to the
Jonotho day, making it much been observing more and
354-6192
Morale Support Aceasier for the novice concentrating their to 5 p.m.. daily.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Cree
Non-military hunters tivities, Hunt Control Of5:00 o.m.-9:30 p.m fisherman to catch some. fishing in the areas where
must mail-in their ap- fice, Fort Knox, KY
plications which cannot 40121.
'Nem
be postmarked earlier
All mail-ins should conthan Aug. 16 or later than tain a letter stating that
Aug. 31.
the application is for the
The militiary hunter gun hunt. They should incategory comprises all clude full name, age, adactive-duty and retired dress, telephone number
military and their family where the individual can
members; reserve- be contacted, appropriate
component members; fees, and a self-addressed
Worms — Minnows
Fort Knox civilian stamped envelope. Each
Panoram
Shores
a
on
Kentucky
Lake
employees and their envelope of applications
Licenses — Ice — Supplies
DON lecCLURE
GRAYSON McCIURE
family members, and cannot contain more than
Take 94 Fos, our ot Murray for 2 males Turn r/ght or) 280
civilian employees who five hunter's named and
Follow 280 for 7 macs post Bonner s Grocery Yoke
have retired from the 'fees.
blacktop into Panoromcf anal follow blacktop to your ruipho
Kentucky post.
For junior hunter apTelephone 502-436-5483
Persons who are not in plications, especially
any of the above mention(Continued on Page 9
CMS% ered_
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Whitetail deer hunters
to register for season

ARQUITA'S
PLACE riA

Famous Fish Dinners

Open 7Days A Week
4 a.m.-6 p.m.

Durgin
Bait Shop

I

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

appy Holiday Travel,Inc

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102
Everyone's Going To

Country Crossroads
in Hardin, Ky.

Missing Hill Resort

And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

Tires Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N. 4th
753-8364-753-6779

Jim Fain's Insurance Agency
BUYER

•Mercury Outboard
•Pro Craft
▪ Lowe & SkeeterBoss Boats

SELLER OF

474-2251

'Fully

ATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARIS

located On
New Concord
Hwy. Murray

753-5500
'15 S 4TH ST

MURRAY

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

1

SPORTING GOODS
Oly-mpic Plats-Murray,K.
Mag

OUTBOARDS Mack
&-Mcrck Marine
Aurora, Ky.

Bernal
wante

•COMPLETE ENGINES
• TRANSMISSIONS
•REAR ENDS
•STARTERS• DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS• WHEELS
•AUTO ACCESSORIES

753-0632

Sales & Service

131

KEY AUTO
PARTS

SHELTER
INSURANCE

Next To
Lyon's Electric
Mon. Fri
All the Shield
you'll ever need
8'5

BIG CA'
and Jack]
tucky La(
Nance, 16.

Hvv
Hwy.641 North

;53-6448
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Polish demonstrators, police clash

Hunters...
I Continued from Page 81

Times

mail-ins, a photostatic.
copy of your hunter safety certificate must be included.
Military hunters who
desire to hunt with nonmilitary must apply
under non-military
hunter procedures.
However, the military
hunter will pay the standard military fee.
For the gun hunt, nonmilitary will get two days
of hunting during the
three weekends of the

mune

season. This date will be
selected for you by a
drawing
Deer stalkers selected
will be notified by mail
two weeks before the
season.
Each hunter must
posses a valid Commonwealth of Kentucky
hunting license, a state
deer tag and post permit
I issued by Hunt Control
to those hunters that have
been selected to hunt.
Gun hunters are
restricted to one of the
following: 12. 16, or 20

-.Better

*Bourne

etspina maybe it
next cast.
et among

pooland 86degrees.
Nolin: No report.
Green River: No
report
Barren River: No
report.
Herrington: No report.
Laurel: Trout fair at
night on worms, cheese
and corn off deep banks;
bluegill fair off deep
banks; clear, stable, 4
feet below power pool and
84 degrees.
Dale Hollow: White
bass slow to fair in jumps
on plunker and fly;
bluegill fair on worms
and crickets off deep
banks; black bass slow at
night on plastic worms off
deep banks and in weed
beds; clear, stable at normal pool and 83 degrees.
Cumberland: Crappie
fair in upper lake and in
lower lake around cover
and around shallow cover
in coves of lower lake;
black bass slow to fair
fishing plastic worms off
deep points and along
dropoffs; white bass fair
in jumps in lower lake
early and late in day on
plunker and fly or small
spinners; rockfish and

'Fishing!

ters
on

are nonters and
ail-in pro-

egistration
ir enlisted
leir family
ir all other
and $15

hunters
by mail,
5 fee in the
tal money
ified or
ck made
lance and
'freer, US
5x.
ions to the
Dort Ac7ontrol Offox. KY

season
Camping facilities will
be available, and location
of the camp and fees will
be sent to those selected
to hunt as an added supplement to your hunting
information packet.
The Fort Knox harvest
goal for the 1982 bow and
gun hunting seasons is
2,200.
For further informs.
tion, contact the Hunt
Control Office, ( 5021 6247311 or 624-2712. No Collect Calls will be accepted.

BIG CATCH — William Dunn, 10, son of Ramona
and Jackie Newberry, caught a 4z catfish in Kentucky Laek Aug. 10. Dunn was fishing with Max
Nance, 16.

753-8536
1

0% Discount
Summer Special

Removal of dead, diseased or unwanted trees.
'Fully Insured

Brown expected to be named.

R 1 Buchanan Tenn (9011237 8721

753-8536

HEALTH
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Pork

Murray Bait Co.
r,.

Nholesale

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Retail

Pontoon Rentals I

Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
;Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone
SO2-7'3-5693

1

0

ch 1 Hardini5071478-2245 or 474-7711, Ext. 171

•
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641 Super Shell

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE
Olympic Plaza

Where "Service Is Our Business

Jean Sale
Levi's and Lee's
Men's $13.50
-kodies $7.9.95
Children $12.50
Students $10.95

•

ammorsAl
111--

641 South

lit

•

753-9131

'Your U-Haul Headquarters

Resolve cause of anxiety?
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D,

DEAR DR. LAMB — I comes from carbonic acid counseling If you can either inches tall and weigh
150
have been having a problem (water and carbon dioxide alter the situationor your pounds I'm 74 years
old
with hyperventilation. That combined). The loss of acid response to it your anxiety
DEAR READER — Of
is what my doctor says is upsets the acid base balance level may decrease and you course they do In their
causing my symptoms It is of your body causing what might stop having attacks state none of these itemsraw
has
very frightening and causes dpctors call respiratory Sometimes resolving the a lot of calories Most
of
me to have rather deep alkalosis -- meaning too causes of anxiety is rather their calories are
depression for several days much alkali for the amount simple Incidentally, anxiety carbohydrates They from
are
low
of acid in your body chemis- is made worse by habits that in fat and
after it happens
contain no cholesMy doctor has given me try.
increase body adrenalin. terol No plant foods contain
mild tranquilizers and has It
smoking
such
drinkas
and
cholesterol
difficult
to avoid
is
old me to try and watch or being more anxious ii you ing coffee
But since you fry your
control my breathing. Pres- start watching your breatham sending you The vegetables you are adding a
ent conditions in my home ingIt is better to solve the Health Letter 19-8. That lot of fat to your diet That is
are very upsetting at times, reason
why you start over- Anxious Feeling, so you will especially true if
and very difficult to deal breathing in the first place understand the mechanisms them first, as the you bread
hatter or
with
Of course, if an attack involved Others can send 75 flour will soak up oil
life occurs
Is this type of thing,
it is very wise to try cents with a long, stamped, There are many good
threatening"
"°w to breathe slowly and not self-addressed envelope for things to be said about vegejust apprrserious is it' I would
very
deeply
Don't try to it to me. in care of this news- tanan diets and there are
crate any information you
holg your breath 0 that can paperAP 0 Box 1551. Radio also some problems You
have and so would other trigger reflexes that affect City Station. New York. NY need to
be sure you are getwho -have experienced this your circulation
ting enough good quality
arid could 10019
same thing
DR.
DEAR
LAMB
I
protein
chances
of
your
To do that you need
DEAR READER - The um-ease
,,, , .
would like to know if fried a combination of mature
tuilan g,
reaction yenrir.terilssar ' g
peppers, eggplants and bean seeds and cereal in
your doctor's diagnosis is These reactions are com- squash have any nutritional your
correct, is from either moo as part of anxiety Your value I grow my own vege- are diet Of course. if you
breathing toe . fast a *too catillWitnt about your home tables and am a vegetarian milk drinking milk or using
deeply or both. This causes situation suggests that you I fry thtlan in corn oil Of not products then you .will
have a problem in that
you to blow off too much have a reason for unresolved course I eat a lot of bread regard
Depending on your
carbon dioxide through your anxiety You might benefit also my blood pressure is
lungs The carbon dioxide from some professional 1 1 A over 68 and I'm 5 feet 3 diet you may also need some
vitamin B-12
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in Wroclaw, but did riot
elaborate
The police crackdown
followed a government
warning that "anti-state"
activities would not be
tolerated, and indicated
that authorities are determined to use force to
quell next week's proposed demonstrations.
In Gdansk, violence
broke out at about 2 p.m.
when police using tear
gas and water cannon
dispersed an estimated
2,000 workers from the
V.I. Lenin shipyards who
were trying to place
flowers at a nearby
monument commemorating the deaths of
scores of workers during
riots in 1970.
, Witnesses said the
crowd surged away from
the monument and moved toward party headquarters chanting
slogans and growing in
size as it moved.
Police unleashed
volleys of tear gas and
flares and powerful
bursts of water as the
crowd approached the
party offices. Witnesses
said some demonstrators
built barricades from
park benches and hurled
paving stones and debris

at the helmeted, shieldcarrying police
It was the first major
rioting reported in Gdansk since January 30.
About 1,000 people
gathered in Gdansk later
Fraaces Drake
in the day for a Mass for
interned Solidarity chief
FOR MONDAY,
Lech Walesa. The
AUGUST 16, 1982
ceremony, attended by
Walesa's wife Danuta, What kind of day will tumorrow be? To find out what the
ended without incident
stars say, read the forecast
White House deputy given for your birth sign.
press secretary Larry
Speakes said in
Washington that the ARIES
demonstrations(Mar.21toApr.19i
"dramatize once again Close ties may raise objecthe people of Poland con- lions about a domestic plan of
tinue to demand an end to Yours. Defuse tension around
Witnesses said police
martial law and the home base by visiting a
fired water cannon, tear
walleye fair at night murky, stable at summer
restoration of basic favorite haunt together
gas and flares to disperse
TAURUS
human rights."
around mouths of Beaver pool and 83 degrees.
thousands of
Apr. 20 to May 20
Creek and Otter Creek
Grayson: Bluegill fair
In another developA co-worker could put a
bays off steep points on along shoreline dropoffs; demonstrators who
ment,
the
Rev.
Henryk
gathered Friday in front
datnper on your spirits. Exdoll-fly and pork rind crappie fair about 8 feet
Jankowski,
the
Walesa
of the Communist Party
pect little positive feedback
combinations; in deep around cover; clear,
family priest, told The from others on the job.
offices in Gdansk, the
Rise
tailwaters, trout fair to stable at summer pool
Associated
Press
that
above the blues.
Baltic port city where
good with some limits and 81 degrees.
Walesa
would
be
moved
GEMINI
Solidarity was born.
and some fish up to 3 and
to a new internment May 21 to June 201
Buckhorn. Black bass
Police also used water
4 pounds taken; clear, fair and improving on
center closer to his Gdan- It's a poor time for gamblfalling at 21 feet below plastic worms at night; cannon- on about 1,500
sk home after Aug. 20. He ing or risk-taking. A loved one
timber line and 84 white bass and crappie people in Warsaw and
said Walesa, who is now may not respond in the .way
degrees.
fair at night in lower 2,000 in Krakow, and
interned in extreme you anticipated to a gift of
Cave Run: Black bass lake; bluegill fair; musky there were reports of
southeast Poland near yours.
fair at night on plastic showing up occasionally; unrest in the southern cithe Soviet Border, will be CANCER
worms off deep banks; clear, stable at summer ty of Wroclaw. The Polish
moved to Lansk, 109 June 21 told). 22
news agency PAP said
musky slow trolling pool and 84 degrees.
may
at
miles southeast of Gdanhome either
medium-deep runners
y by tilifelabemhaPesr'elfior
Fishtrap: Catfish slow some arrests were made
sk.
a loved one or through an inand casting along deep at night on cutbaits;
ability to make planned
channels; crappie slow; crappie slow around
domestic changes.
clear to murky, stable at stickups at night; trout
LEO
summer pool and 82 stocking coming up on
(July 23 to Aug. 221 412fA
degrees.
Aug. 17; clear to murky,
Avoid foolish statements
Dewey: Crappie slow stable at summer pool
FRANKFORT, Ky. grade, but "such a deter- to an under-age child who which you may later regret.
around cover; clear to and 85 degrees.
(AP) — The state at- mination would seem on- had attended a private You need time by yourself, yet
torney general's office ly justified when it had kindergarten and then houldn't give in to unhealthy
sntrove
said today that because of been demonstrated the sought admission to a irsion.
vut60
quirks in state school law, child was not suited for public school first grade.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 i 111
) ,k
a
child
who
is
too
young to work in the second grade
The opinion was writProfessional Bass for next tournament to
enter public schools may public school ten for Roscoe Porter, A friend may offer you
Fishermen,Inc., will hold eleventh through fifsomething for sale, and then
slip around the law by at- classrooms.
director of public person- change his mind once you
a one-day fishing tourna- teenth places. Entry fee
tending first grade in a
Chenoweth said the nel for the Hopkins Coun- show interest. Use
ment Saturday. Aug. 21, is $50 per person and
. care irf
private school.
situation would not apply ty school system.
on Lake Barkley. PBF. Inc. membership of
financial dealings.
Assistant Deputy At$10
required.
LIBRA
Launchweight-in site and
I Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 —."
Register at tournament torney General Robert
headquarters at lake
chenoweth
said
that
a
You refuse to budge now,
headquarters
on Fri
Barkley Lodge Marina.
child who is not six years
vet this may be due to selfThis is a fish alone or Aug. 20, between 7 a
old by Oct. 1 of a school
doubt. Guard against lethargy
choose your partner tour- and 7 p.m. A short
year could enter a private
LEXINGTON, Ky. fered the job and referred and excess caution. Dare to
nament. Polygraph tests meeting will be held at 7
first grade that year.
AP) — Transylvania all questions to Lexington meet life.
will ge given to the win- p.m. Friday evening at
Chenoweth said the University was expected businessman Joe Graves, SCORPIO
the Marina past the
ners in general.
child would then have to to name Dr. David Brown who was chairman of the Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 MeV'
There is 80 percent Lodge.
Be suspicious of your owr
be enrolled the following of Ohio's Miami Universi- search committee.
guaranteed payback at - A $25 deposit can be
year in the second grade ty to the post of president "I'm in town to inter- suspiciousness. Fear of rejec.
tournament — and re- sent to PBF,Inc., P.O. Bo
if he sought admission to Saturday, after the view for the job, but that tion may be at the root of your
maining 20 percent goes 110478, Nashville, Tn.
a public school, even if he school's Board of interview has not been mistrust of others. Nurture
into escrow for Classic 37211, or pay full amount
faith.
or she was not seven by Curators met during the completed," said Brown, sAGITrAmus
'82. Payout and trophies at tournament headOct. 1.
morning to recommend who declined further
to the top ten places, plus quarters Friday or real
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 I kir
A child must be six him.
comment.
big bass — and free entry early Saturday morning.
Friends may be unsymyears old by Oct. 1 in
The Board of Curator's
Brown was executive
order to enter the first search committee vice president for pathetic to your requests,
especially
if you're seeking a
grade that year and must nominated the 46-year- academic affairs, provost
44"../
loan. A financial adviser probe five years old by Oct. 1 old Brown for the job and and°
professor.f vides helpful hints.
il6)05°
'
f
'
Ci
to enter kindergarten.
a news conference was economics at Miami, CAPRICORN
The bottom line to our scheduled for Saturday which is an 18,000-student iDec. 22 to
Jan. 191
conclusion here is simply afternoon at which time state-assisted school at Concern about business
that there is no statute Brown was expected to be Oxford, Ohio.
could make you indifferent to
that regulates the en- named Transylvania's
He had been at Miami the needs of a close tie.
trance age for a child to 23rd president.
since 1970, before resign- Higher-ups aren't amenable to
-r.1444t''...'.------"------".-----=------:--T-----!;,.-------%-'--attend a nonpublic
The search for a new ing July 1 this year, and suggestions.
school," Chenoweth said. president has been under- before that had served as AQUARIUS
Clienoweth added he way at Transylvania vice president for 'Jan. 20toFeb.18)
didn't believe such a law since Dr. William W. Kel- academic affairs and pro- Some criticism you receive
could be constitutionally ly resigned in March 1981 vost at Drake University, today may be unmerited.
enacted because of recent to join a Washington D.C. a private school in Des Don't let the hang-ups of
others get you down. Avoid
court decisions barring consulting firm. The Moines,Iowa
the state from regulation selection of Brown would
Brown, from Chicago, giving advice.
nonpublic schools.
end one of the longest was an American Council PISCES
•
"Therefore, a child who presidential searches in of Education
intern in Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
is not old enough to attend recent years for Ken- higher-education ad- Concern about sex and other
a public school as a first tucky colleges.
ministration at the intimate matters could get
grader may nevertheless
Kelly was president at University of Minnesota you down now, but this isn't
the time to resolve Issues with
the following year enroll Transylvania, a private, during the 1 966-6 7 closeties.
On Beatbikl Kee. LAhe
in a public school as a se- liberal arts university, academic year.
Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
YOU BORN TODAY work
cond grader if the child for just over five years.
He was a member of well with groups, often in
',whoring
an
has completed first grade Irvin Langer, who was the economics faculty at
advisory capacity. You'd
*Boss Hawk Boats
in a nonpublic school," he president from 1957 until the University pf North
•JJ.C. Pontoons
make a good spokesman for a
'Authorized Evinrude
said.
1976, has been serving as Carolina from 1961-66 and cause and are interested in
Chenoweth
said
it could acting president. ',linger won the Tanner Award hurnanitanan pursuits. You
Sales & Service
be argued that school of- retired in 1976.
for excellence in teaching have an analytical mentality
r vin•uot
ficials
could require the
Brown would not con- undergraduates while at and are at home in the
Sales&
SfIrt/Iff
child to repeat the first firm that he has been of- the Chapel Hill campus. academic world.
gauge shotgun; and 38 to
.58 caliber muzzleloading
rifles, either percussion
or flintlock,
Each hunter is required
to wear both a blaze
orange ONLY vest and
hat while hunting
Ammunition for
shotguns is restricted to
rifled slugs ONLY, and
when hunting on the
military reservation a
hunter can carry only ten
shells while afield.
Portable tree stands
will be permitted in the
hunting areas during the

Cool spell may bring better fishing in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky.
API
fishing is
anticipated after a cool
spell on Kentucky'a major lakes, the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
reports.'
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Kentucky: Black bass
slow to fair on plastic
worms around submerged cover in. inlets and
bays; white bass slow to
fair in scattered jumps;
in tailwaters, catfish fair
on cutbaits or shad mmnews and sauger slow
trolling; clear, falling
slowly at 1 foot below
summmer pool and 84
degrees.
Barkley: White bass
slow in jumps; bluegill
slow along banks on
worms and crickets; in
tailwaters, catfish fair on
cutbaits; clear, falling
slowly at 1 foot below
summer pool and 86
degrees.
Rough River: Black
bass slow at night fishing
plastic worms off points;
white bass slow in jumps;
clear, stable at summer

WARSAW, Poland
(API — About 10,000
Solidarity demonstrators
clashed with police in
Gdansk, and thousands
rallied against martial
law in three other Polish
cities after a two-month
lull in mass protests
against military rule.
The clashes came as
Solidarity supporters
prepared to launch a new
wave of protests Monday
on the second anniversary of the Baltic
shipyard strikes that led
to creation of the independent union, suspended
when martial law was imposed Dec. 13.
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Mary Kay consultants attend Dallas conference
DALLAS, Texas Evelyn Willie, senior
sales director. Susan
Cunningham. sales director, Lou Stroder and Marcia Burpoe Koenecke, independent beauty consultants. of Murray, Ky .
of Mary Kay Cosmetics.
have just returned from
the company's 20th annual seminar in the
Dallas Convention Center
Aug. 5-7.

Child fashions
are offered

PATTY CAKE — Children will have a wide selection of name brand fashions at
Patty Cake Fashions,located at 601 S. 12th St.
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Patty Cake Fashions,
601 S. 12th St., features
name brand children's
fashions at special prices.
Located beside
Southside IGA, the store
is owned by Pat Richardson of Murray.
The shop carries size
infant to 7. Cash,layaway
and credit cards are accepted. The store is opened from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday.
Brands carried in the
store include Calvin
Klein, Jordache, Sassoon,
Osh Kosh. Billy the Kid,
Harold Square, Baby
Bliss. Babygro, Thomas
Polly Flinder, Bryan,
Fawn and many more.
The store opened in Ju-

Davidson followed by the
crowning of the Mary
Kay "Queens" for 1982.
Mary Kay Ash,founder
and chairmin of the
board, gave tfwin special
"thank you" to the top
consultants and directors
by personally awarding
them minks, diamonds,
exotic vacations and the
famous pink Cadillacs

and Regals. Each winner
had her moment in the
spotlight on stage with an
opportunity to enjoy a
personal congratulations
from Mary Kay for her
success.
Stroder joined Mary
Kay Cosmetics as an independent beauty consultant in 1982. Willie joined
as an independent beauty

consultant in 1975. Cunningham joined in August
1979.
Mary Kay, Cosmetics.
Inc. Is an international
manufacturer and
distributor of skin, hair
and body care products,
cosmetics, fragrances
and toiletries with net
sales of $235.3 million in
1981.

Evelyn Willie
The annual Mary Kay
Seminar is a
professionally-produced
$3 million convention
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Lou Stroder
featuring three days of
education, motivation
and inspiration. Twenty
major productions are
featured with singers,

Music store
sells albums

.

SOUTHSIDE MUSIC — Charles Richardson, owner of Southside Music and
Games, offers a complete line of albums, tapes, and home and car stereo equipment.

Window film installation
latest in car customizing

Before its

too late
One of the newest addi- structured to eliminate
tions to car customizing up to 97 percent
is the installation of win- upholstery and drape
dow films. One of the fading while reflecting
newest dealers in this some 75 percent of the
field is Tom Geerdes. sun's heat during the
Highway 94 west of Mur- summer months. It can
also hold in an additional
ray.
Geerdes. who opened 18 percent heat in the
his business in June of winter.
For more information
this year, has varieties of
insulating window firm about how Sun-gard in;
for cars, vans, homes, or sulating film can-help you
save on utilities — or give
office.
you and your passengers
Sun-gard insulating a more comfortable ride
film can be installed in a in you car of van — connumber of tints and tact Sun-gard of Murray
strengths. According to at 753-7140, one mile west
Geerdes, the material is of town on Highway 94.

, are
courting disaster and
don't know it. Inadequate liabilayimlt
and
under-valued
homeowner limits May
be a threat to your security. See us Ii.
comprehensive check op he:.,,,•
it's too late.

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937

Southside Music and
Games. 601 S. 12th St.. offers all types of albums.
tapes, and home and car
stereo equipment.
According to owner
Charles Richardson of
Murray, the store also
will rent albums and
trade and sell used
albums.
The store opened in
January and Richardson
guarantees to beat any
price.
Open until 8 p.m.. the
store's phone number is
759-1016.

Susan Cunningham
dancers and audio-visual
magic.
Daily workshops on
product knowledge, sales
techniques and business
management were-taught
by outstanding leaders in
the sales force. Seminar
was highlighted by
Awards Night, an evening of entertainment by
singer-TV celebrity John

HONORED — General Electric's franchised dealer Randy Thornton Heating
and Air Conditioning Inc., of Murray has been honored for "outstanding contributions to the development, growth and maturity" of the central air conditioning industry for 1981. Randy Thornton and Bob Akers, company principals, were
presented GE's "Monogram Distinguished Dealer Award" plaque by GE's Central Air Conditioning Department. The award was presented at the 1981
Monogram Distinguished Dealer Award Luncheon in French Lick, Ind. It is the
highest dealer award given by GE component. Randy Thornton Heating and Air
Conditioning, a GE dealer since 1954, was recommended for the award by the
distributorship.

Artist to be at gallery
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Federal

For all your Travel Reservations Call
GROUP

Kemper
Insurance Company

FRAMERS
GALLERY, INC
Presents
Nationally Known
Portrait Pointer

! Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
American and International Traveitime
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WINDOW FILM — One of the newest additions to car customizing is the installation of window films. One of the newest dealers in this field is Tom Geerdes,
Highway 94 west of Murray
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at the

) Bank of Murray
offer our
(-04. Congratulations
Randy Thornton
Mary Kay consultants
Framer's Gallery
0.1. Mathis
Tom Geerdes
Patty Cake Fashions
Southside Music

Joseph Routon
will be in
the Gallery
Tuesday August 176
Wednesday. August 7i
10a.m.-4 p.m
He *ell be finoshenq
o porrmer of
Mess Ceara M foole
We envete
Dobler
to come ty
see tun, work see his porno.on display bad inset Fern hem
A free colt from else
gallery to all
ohese ?dor,
The Village 641 North

753-0077
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Joseph Houton,a Paris,
Tenn., native artist and
former Murray State
University student, will
be finishing his portrait of
Clara Eagle at Framer's
Gallery Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The artist will be painting from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and the public is invited to drop by and see
his work. Framer's
Gallery is located in The
Village on U.S. 641 North.
A third generation artist and musician, Houton
also painted the portrait
of M.O. Wrather hanging
in the Wrather-West Kentucky Museum.
An exhibition of his oil
paintings also is on
display in the Calloway
County Public library
throughout August.
Library officials invite

the public to view the exhibition.
Routon studied portraiture in New York City
at the Arts Students
League with John
Howard Sanden and
David A. I.effel.
He also studied under
Harvey Dinnerstein at
the National Academy
School of Fine Arts and
under Paul C. Burns at
the Ridgewood Art
Association in
Ridgewood, N.J.
Among his numerous
awards include the National Academy's Ralph
Weiler Prize. His commissioned works hang in
many public and private
collections including
universities, museums,
board rooms, galleries
and homes across the
country.
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ASK ABOUT OUR

MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH
Comprehensive health
insurance protection
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H

Hospital
O Medical
0

Surgical

Your choke of deductibles

and lifetime maximum coverage

For your
Life • Health
Home•Car
Farm • Business
THE SHIELD YOU'LL EVER NERD

COMPLETES TRAINING — 0.1.. Mathis has
recently completed specialized service training at
the General Motors Training Center, Memphis.
Awarding Mathis a Certified Training Certificate is
Don Arriolo. area service manager, Chevrolet
Motor Division, and dealer Dwain Taylor. Instructors at the General Motors Training Center teach
the latest technological methods on diagnosing problems and service-ability Service is put at the
highest priority by Chevrolet and Dwain 'Taylor
Chevrolet to bettersatisfy their rustarners' needs:
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A Report Of Progress
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Calloway County
Conservation District's
Annual Report
For Fiscal Year 1982
Shown here is one of the new parallel terrace
levees under construction on Coel Compton, Jr.'s
form near Kirksgy. This conservation practice is
on erosion control measure on Compton's crop
field that replaced the need for a large grass
waterway. This past year over 2000 feet of terraces were installed.

iornton Heating
utstanding conal air condition3rincipals, were
ue by GE's Cened at the- 1981
ck, Ind. It is the
Heating and Air
le award by the

Pictured above is John Tucker and Steve
Alcott, District Conservationist for the U.S. Soil
Conservation (SCSI installing plastic corrugated
pipe with backhoe for parallel terrace system.
Tucker installed over 1,680 feet of underground
pipe to serve as on outlet for water from terrace
system and installed 1,285 of terraces.

lallery

The District has completed its 33rd year of operation as organized under the Kentucky
Revised Status. Its purpose is to plan and carry out a program of developing and using those
renewable natural resources of land, water, woodland, water, woodland, and wildlife for the
best interest of all people.
To assist in carrying out the District's program, a memorandum of understanding is in effect with the USDA Soil Conservation Service (SCS) in furnishing technical help. This
technical assistance is in the persons of Steve Alcott, District Conservationist, John
Clendenon, Soil Conservation Technician, and Brent Miller, Soil Conservationist.
Emphasis has been proced on a balanced soil and water conservation program in plonning
and application. Through the technical assistance of the Soil Conservation Service the following accomplishments were made: 271 landowners and operators were assisted with planning
and application on their land, 157 landowners applied one or more conservotion practices, 55
new cooperators, landusers were assisted in planning 5,723 acres of conservation decisions
and 123 referrals were serviced for ASCS's Agricultural Conservation Program. Some of the
conservation practices installed were: no-till, minimum tillage, conservation cropping
systems, terraces, underground outlets, contour farming, crop residue management, pasture
and hayland planting, tree planting, drainage ditches, sub-surface tile, ponds, diversion ditches, gross waterways, rip-rap grade stabilization structures, field borders, and animal waste
storage lagoons.
The District also has a memorandum agreement with the Kentucky Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection, Division of Conservation. Through this program the
District shares in the financial aid for office assistance and a revolving gund for heavy equipment. Presently the District has one heavy equipment loon from the Division where a dozer is
subleased to a private contractor.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has been valuable in assisting the financing of the
district program. From this support, plus the state direct aid, the district is able to maintain
program operation and officcsecretarial help.
Promotional and educational activities of the District include sponsoring locally the state
wide conservation essay and poster contests, assisted with the Purchase Area Field Day,
presented Conservation Education programs and tours for several Agriculture classes and the
Summer Conservation Workshop at the Murray Stote University. The District also provided
Soil Stewardship moteriol to many ministers in the community for the nationwide Soil
Stewardship Week.
During the latter port of the fiscal year, Calloway County along with 7 other counties was
funded as o special Targeted Area. This special project is for conservation treatment of areas
with critical erosion which is odministered by ASCS. The district assisted in preparation of
several conservation plans with private landowners for Long Term Agreements with ASCS.
The District wishes to express its appreciation to all who helped to make this successful
year in oil and water conservation: the Soil Conservation Servioe(SCS)for furnishing technical
assistance, the Kentucky Division of Conservation and Calloway County Fiscal Court for
financial aid; the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service(ASCS) for cost-sharing
on conservation practices; the Extension Service for educational help; the Murray Ledger and
Times in publishing news articles, Farmers Home Administration; Kentucky Division of
Forestry; Kentucky Deportment of Fish and Wildlife; Murray and Calloway school systems
and teachers, chemical and fertilizer companies; agri-business, local bonks, civic clubs, and
churches of the county.
This report respectfully submitted by:
Albert Wilson, Chairman
Thomas Armstrong, Member
Clifford White, Vice-Chairman
C.H. Guthrie, Member
Oveta Bogard, Sec,-Treas.
Jamie Potts, Member
Lorry Hale, Member

Shea Sykes is shown in a new gross waterway
that had just been constructed on his form. This
is one of several erosion control conservation
practices for which cost-shoring is available
through ASCS and technical assistance by SCS
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Mark and Albert Wilson stand in a vegetative
field borders to protect the edges of fields from
severe erosion, to serve as o filter strip for soil
sediment, to use as turnrows and for travel lanes
for form machinery.
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Diversion ditches are conservation measure
that diverts hillside water from bottomland that
prevents severe soil erosion and reduces wetness.
Approximately 7,000 feet of diversion ditches
were installed this year. Jock Geurin, landowner
and Brent Miller, Soil Conservationist for SCS, are
shown observing the construction of Geurin's
diversion ditch.

(Front row) Melissa Smith, Wendy Peiper, Carl
Keesler, and Hanna Shapla (Back row) Donna
Williams, Jody Lankford, and Mike Orr, poster
and essay winners who received awards at the
Calloway County Conservation District's Annual
Awards Dinner. 421 essays and 370 posters were
prepared at Murray and Calloway school
systems.

I.Lett to Right Lorry Hale and Carol Martin
Rogers both received Master Conservationist
Awards and Jackie Butterworth received the
Outstanding Cooperator's Award. Each year the
district presents Outstanding Cooperotors,
Master Conservationist, and Honor Awards to individuals or groups who assist and promote conservotion activities.

This Page Sponsored
By The Following
Businesses

Hutson's Ag. Service
204 W. Railroad

Southern States Cooperative

Buchanan Feed & Seed
Industrial Road

East Sycamore

Shown obove is wheat being swathed followed
by no-till equipment in planting no-till soybeans
on Thurston Furches' form. No-till soybeans or
corn planted in standing wheat or stubble Or
sheat and soybean residue is one agronomic
practice that helps reduce severe sheet erosion.
This post spring SCS worked with more than 80
individuals in trying no-till forming for the first
time or adapting to a conservation cropping
system that would meet minimum soil loss

Bank of Murray
Corner 4th and Main

Stokes Tractor and Implement
Industrial Road

Parker Popcorn

Production Credit

Vinson Tractor Company

2nd
500
c- S.

Hwy. 641 North

Cadiz Road

Ellis Popcorn

Peoples Bank of Murray

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

500 Main Street

Hwy. 641 South

Wiswell Road
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Cancer Hopeline
This question and
answer column is provided as a public service by
the McDowell Cancer
Network Questions are
answered by appropriate
specialists associated
with the Network. These
questions represent some
of the Inquiries made by
callers who use our
Hopeline Hopelthe is a
toll-free consultative
telephone service I 1-800432-93211 provided free of
charge to any Kentuckian
with a cancer-related
problem. Qualified conselores answer every call
Monday thru Friday, 9-5
p.m Hopeline counselors
do not diagnose cancer or
recommend treatment
for individual cases, not
do they dispense money
to callers. Counselors do

provide consultations elth
specialists as well as support and underistandtng
Because of its designation by the National
Cancer Institute as Kentucky's Cancer Information Service, the Hopeline
has rapid access to the
latest cancer information. All matters are
trated confidentially.
Please write us at the
following address:
CANCER HOPELINE,
Kentucky's Cancer Information Service,
McDowell Cancer Network, 915 South
Limestone, Lexington,
Kentucky 40536
Q. I read somewhere
that there have been
great advances in the
treatment of childhood
cancers. Is.this really

PAG1E 13

true"- • 'r"-- •
A. There has been a
tremendous progress in
the treatment of
childhood cancers in the
past ten years This occurrence was celebrated
recently in a public service announcement
featured on nationwide
television. This 30 second
spot, entitled "Kevin,"
focused on a little boy
with cancer who was
leading a normal life and
on his mother who was
grateful for the progress
against childhood
cancers. In the ad, she
urges viewers to call
their local Cancer Information Service for the
facts about cancer; in
Kentucky, that's the
Cancer Hopeline. The ad
was produced by the Na-

•tirinarrinrer Triaffute
and the Candlelighters
Foundation, a group
dedicated to the support
; Legal Notice
1. Legal Notice
of parents of children
with cancer.
Department of the Tresury
As Kentucky's CIS, the
Internal Revenue Service
Cancer Hopeltne has a
Public Auction Sale
variety of information
Under the authority in Internal
available on childhood
Revenue Code section 6331, the property
cancers. These included
described below has been seized for nonthe following:
payment of internal revenue taxes due
• Childhood Leukemia
from Jimmy L. Foutch. the property will
I a brochure for parents)
be sold at public action as provided by In• What You Need to
ternal Revenue Code section 6335 and
Know About Childhood
related regulations.
Leukemia
VISITS CLUB - Cliff Finney,(left) attended the
Date of Sale: August 27, 1982
• What You Need to
Mayfield Kiwanis Club meeting in Mayfield on July
Time of Sale: 11:00 a.m.
Know About Wilms'
27, when Roger Kellner,(center spoke to the club
Place of Sale: Speedway Truck Garage,
Tumor i childhood kidney
about the activities of the Shrine of North America.
Route 2, Box 45, Murray,Ky 42071
cancer)
Kellner holds the certificate of appreciation which
Title Offered: Only the right, title, and in'The Leukemic Child
was presented to him at the meeting. Bob Finstad,
terest of Jimmy L. Foutch in and to the
• Feeding the Sick
club president is at the right. Kellner told the
property will be offered or sale. If reChild I a brochure for
Mayfield Kiwanians about the Shrine and then
quested, the Internal Revenue Service
parents that includes
showed a film which depicted the various services
will furnish information about possible enseveral recipes and nutri-r
which are provided by the twenty-one Shrine
cumbrances, which may be useful in
tional guidelines )
Hospitals. Children with orthopedic difficulties, or
determining the value of the interest be• Diet and Nutrition a
burns are admitted to the hospitals where all their
ing sold.
resource for parents)
needs are taken care of free of charge. Finney is an
Description of Property: One (1 ) 1974
• Young People with
ambassador for Rizpah Temple and Ke1ln4k is the
Chevrolet dump truck, black in color,
Cancer: A Handbook for
Assistant Rabban of the temple. Attending the
serial number CCE664VI60773, 1981,
Parents I basic informameeting also was James C. Williams. Those desirlicense number 3AA-355, with 78,443
tion, treatment and side
ing more information about admitting a child to a
ACROSS
2 Jolson
miles.
effects and common
Shrine hospital may call Morris Bilbrey, Crippled
3 Soak
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
Property may be Inspected at: Speedissues that arise )
1 City of Light
4 Arrow poison
Children's
Chairman
for
Murray-Calloway
the
SE CT
SHY 51. AC
6 ClOck faces
way Truck Garage, Route 2, Box 45, Mur5 Bog down
• Sunshine and
Shrine
County
753-9476
Club
753-8431.
at
or
A
A
11
MOE P
11 Natural
6 Pervert
ray, Ky 42071 I North of Murray)
Shadow: Living with
AOWL R
ability
7 Exists
Payment Terms: Full payment reChildhood Cancer Today
D
12 Sends forth
L
A
8 Real name of
quired on acceptance of highest bid.
• When Your Brother or
14 Fish - fowl
• 0
2 Down
A
Form of Payment: All payments must
Sister Has Cancer
15 Rips
A
9 Moon godBOWLING GREEN, hung up on an attendance
17 Pilaster
0
be by cash, certified check, cashier's or
dess
brochure for children)
18 Encountered 10 Colonize
A
P A
Ky.
(API
problem
United
Auto
the
but
clause,
treasurer's check or by a United States
• Hospital Days 20 Choice part 11 Heavy
A O
E
postal, bank,express, or telegraph money
Treatment Ways I a color- Workers Local 2164 has was worked out.
22 Siamese coin
ki
T
volumes
P
ratified
a
contract
Corvettes
will
with
He said
order. Make check or money order
ing book designed to help
23 Slaughter of 13 Surfeited
A
A
TAP E
the
General
Motors
the
rolling
off
Cor- be
payable to the Internal Revenue Service.
familiarize the child with
baseball
16 Disturbance
A
L
EDE
R A
vette assembly plant, en- assembly lines again
25 Diving birds 19 Instruments
cancer with the proStephen H. Sharpless,
LSE
N
R
SPE
27 French article 21 Habituate
ding
a
10
-day strike.
Monday morning.
cedures to be expected iln
Revenue Officer
28 Halts
24 Haste
The vote Friday was
About 1,100 workers
the hospital)
P.O. Box 610
30 Nonplussed 26 Small fish
legally
46 Swan for
559-136.
were idled by the strike.
▪ Taking Time: Support
Paducah, Ky 42001
32 Permits
29 Part of a
36 Pencil part
example
Dave Sutterfield, a
Wages weren't an issue
for People with Cancer
34 Woody plant
f 5021443-8234
sandal
37 Withered
48 Barracuda
union spokesman, said because that was decided
35 Sandy
31 Oyster
and the People Who Care
39 Sounded a
51 DDE oppowastes
product
"the new contract is a at the national level. The
horn
About Them
nent
38 Raise the
33 Walks
40 Inched along 53 Notice
good one and one the strike concerned local 2. Notice
The Cancer Hopeline
1. Notice
Spirit of
leisurely
43 Plays the
56 Near
workers can live with."
issues such as attendance
offers these brochures
41 Teutonic
35 Prohibit
lead
58 French article
Sulterfield said clauses and job classficafree and also provides
deity
Have 5 minutes' Call
in Tiny Tot packages
1.11 2 3 4 5 Ile 7 8 9 101111
42 Challenges
negotiations had been tions.
counselors to listen, to
759-4444 for an In
al are available oat fria
44 Walked on
n
understand,
and
to care.
12
13.
spirational message to
CARTER STUDIO
45 Evil
811
They
are
available
from
ia
47 Harbors
brighten - your day.
300 Men 753 8298
15
16
17
9-5
weekdays
49 Cabin of a
by calling
Children's tape 759
BOBBY WOLFF
18
19
20
21
22
type
toll free 1-800-432-9321.
4445.
50 A continent
23
They
can also refer those
24
25
26
27
52 Jumps
l
needing financial or other
..
28
29
54 Symbol for
30
31
The world is not inter- make port safely, holding
assistance to the proper
FOR SALE
tellurium
ested
in the storms you her losses to only one trick.
32
33
34
agencies at the state or
55 Bare
Esta
encountered,
Van
Zandt
but
did
of
yOli
Hous1111
57 Walked
35 36
county level. The
37
38
Rustic hanging
39 40
bring in the ship?" - Wil- ton (North) had an awkward
unsteadily
Hopeline itself does not
t 41
42
43
choice over South's two club lamps. Contact Mark
44
liam McPee.
59 Remains at
have money to give.out.
Proctor 753-1673.
rebid. She chose to bid a
ease
MEN'S V-NECK
45
48
47
48
49
Those needing the ser50 Arabian
non-existent fourth suit to
I150
PULLOVER
vices of the Cancfr
51
52
for one
53
54
It seemed like stormy force opener to bid again in
Hopeline may also re- weather in the play of .hopes of uncovering more
'55
Cyress Lumber
SWEATERS
57
58
DOWN
quest them by writing us today's poor breaking slam. information. South provided
Good for decks, siding
111
at 915 South Limestone However, despite the 5-0 this information in the way
1 Father or
I
1.
and Docks. We are
Street, Lexington, Ky., trump division, Joan DeWitt of a strength showing jump
mother
about to order a load
40536.
of Chicago managed to to three no trump and North
of cypress and you
judged
well
to
contract
for
THROWING A GOLF BALL
UNLESS SOMEONE OPENS
AND THE BALL SAILS
c
t SHE THROWS
AND
can save by preordersix clubs.
AGAINST THE STEPS IS
THE FRONT DOOR AND
THROUGH WE LIVING ROOM
IT BACK!!
ing your material. lx
Declarer won her spade
OUT
YOU MISS THE STEPS..
600P FOR 'YOUR REFLEXES
INTO THE KITCHEN
boards and 2x framqueen and a low trump to
WHERE IT HITS YOUR
dummy's ace brought a dising.
SISTER ON THE LEG.,.
card from East to reveal the
Rickman 8 Norsworfoul split. No matter.
thy Building Supply
r-7.7
Dummy's singleton diamond
5. Lost and Found
753-6450
X
was taken by East's ace and
t
Lost black billfold with
when the spade return sur- M & G Complete Glass
cows head on it. Has
vived a ruff by West, the Co. has a complete line
important papers in it.
t
•
of glass
plexiglass
L
slam seemed much safer.
Reward 436 2574
a
Declarer pitched a heart mirrors. We install auto
6.
Help Wanted
SN/FF on the second spade, cashed glass and replace side
SN/FP--I CAN
Artist's models part
for cars and
her two high hearts and a mirrors
I LOVE TO GUESS
PE R FU M E - THIS 15 A
SMELL
time
Salary S4 50 per
high diamond and ruffed a trucks. We install
WHERE AUNT ,---A
hour Experience and
TH IS ONE
store fronts
RECIPE FROM
ONIONS
low diamond in dummy. A aluminum
artistic
sensitivity
plate
glass
in
and
FRITziS MAIL '
IS FROM
MRS. SMITH
heart ruff with declarers sulated glass We fix
preferred. Work will be
COMES FROM
MRS SWANKLY
eight also held and the slam storm windows storm
assigned according to
need for models for fall
was now assured. Declarer doors and screens. We
semester
1 98 2
took the last four tricks via cut glass table tops
mirrors
Contact
Dale LeYs
and
window
a crossruff and the excellent glass.
Department of Art
We also repair
bidding sequence was and replace patio door
MSU 762 3787 or 762
3784 E.O.E.M F
glass. M 8 G Glass Co
NORTH
8-14-A
816 Coldwater Rd 753
•AK6 52
Experienced body man
0180 or 753-2798.
11,1 73
needed Century Auto
Nr•
•10
Sales 209 S. 7th St
753
7333.
•AK85
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COUNTRY
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means
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9. Situation Wanted
KNOW WHY, REX. WELL
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Will do babysitting in
North South
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ABOUT TO MEET A
my home anytime 753
14
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NICE OLD MAN.
5157
2+
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19. Farm Equipment

U. MisceHaneous

6620 JO Combine 4 WO
220 lou
auger
4509r
1972 Chevrolet
wagon
grain truck
hoist and
Extra nice
steel bed
dune buggy Call after
Sp m 182 2294
1
Three grain bins
2
portable batch dryer
transport augers fans
motors
augers
etc
Contact Calloway
County ASCS Office
phone 153 1781

OREGON SAW chains
' pitch for 16" bar
$7 99 20" 58 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris Tenn
Odyssey II games and
cartridges now availa
Ole at Tucker TV Sales
Lay away now for
Christmas 753 2900
Programmable cash
register
8 track stereo
with 2 speakers
10
speed R a liegh Corn
petition imen's)
bicycle
3 bookcases
Electrolux Rug Washer
wrought iron aquarium
stand and 1 aquarium
Will
brass firescreen
sell cheaper at a pack
age price or will sell
items individually. Call
753 8231 after 9a m. and
before 9p.m. No calls on
Sunday please
Seasoned Firewood 518
rick
$23 deliver
Calloway 436 5806.
Seven modern used
windows for sale. 036
5830
Used parts for GrPmlin
car 435 4195

34. Houses for Rent

43. Real Estate

quiet 2 bedroom Charm and character
A nice
2 bath furnished house are in a abundance in
this newly decorated 3
with washer and dryer
2 bath home
5200 a month plus bedroom
deposit 753 9213
It has the appearance of
Beautiful Spacious stepping out of the
3 "House Beautiful '
home 3 bedrooms
It has a
complete baths
large magazine
family room with formal dining room and
a sun room as part of its
12 closets
fireplace
many features Priced
sunken livingroom
many extras 7 miles at $58 000 KOPPERUD
No pets $350 mo. REALTY 753 1722
SW
11. Instruction
Lease.
$300 deposit
753 3509 after 5pm
Gymnastic or Dance
For rent 2 bedroom
Lessons Murray Gym
22. Musical
nastic Center 753 0129
energy efficient house
recently re decorated.
ex
Piano Lessons
central
Central air
perienced music
110111/1ES ISM LAMM
a
teacher with Music
INFLATION
large yard
near local
Education Degree has a
From the road or
PRICES
walk
shopping center
few openings for
ing distance to school.
from within, you'll
On Pioneer, Sony,
Pamela
students
759 9223
A 1. condition
be impressed.
Matlick 753 9716
Sanyo, Majestic,
days or 753 5455 nights.
Split-rail fencing
Marautz car stereos.
14. Want to Buy
House for rent 4 bed
frames the
World of Sound
room house within
Self contained travel
beautifully land77 ,••••
walking distance of
trailer 17ft or longer.
re
university. Stove
scaped Pa acre lot
753-5865
re
Good condition
washer and
frigerator
and statley 8 room
asonably priced. Call
dryer hookup
gas heat.
brick home. Walk753 2970.
with
Fenced backyard
in closets, marble
Used apartment size Baldwin Pianos and
garage and storage
New
Used
Organs
stove in good condition.
space. $250 per month
baths top quality
Lonardo Piano Co.
Call 436 2138.
plus deposit. Call Helen
workmanship and
Paris
Tenn
next to 27. Mobile Home Sales
Assoc.
Spann
Realty
Want to buy any type Penney's
materials are sure
12n65 House trailer 753-7724 or 753 8579.
airconditioner that
excellent condition
to please the most
needs repair. Call Dill's CAR STEREO Pioneer
Newly decorated 3 or 4
Marantz
Kenwood
furnished $6000. 759.1813
Electric 753 9104.
discerning buyer.
bedroom 2 bath home.
Mitsubishi
Sanyo. Pro- or 753 5216.
Located on quiet dead
Want to buy timber call fessional installation.
Priced at $80,000.
1974 12 x 40 Guerdon end street close to
753-7528.
Call KOPPERUD
Sunset Boulevard Music semi furnished $3200.
University. $300 per
Want to buy: MOTOR Dixieland Center
REALTY - 753Phone 606 672 3479.
month. To see call
Must be in Chestnut St. 753 0113
HOME
1222.
Do you like nature? 753.0953.
Excellent condition
Then we have lust what One bedroom un
2111. or Longer. At least
Halfway to Heaven or
you
want.
Trailer
and
Exterminating
23.
Col
at
and
furnished
house
price
send
2-Airs
large lot for sale close to dwater. 1 or 2 people $65 Maybe Even C I o
details to. Jackie
ser.. Fantastic
nearly
lake
inexpensive 474
a month plus deposit.
Cooper 2733 S. Bir•
new home 3 bedrooms
8038.
LA
No pets. 489 2261
chfield DR. Harvey
2 baths
comfortable
70058 or Call
Nice 2 bedroom fur
Six year old 3 bedroom family room and large
nished mobile home. near Ken Lake Resort.
504-341-0348.
living room. Abundant
Has
porch
deck
wash
water storage throughout
Carpeted
AC
Want to buy good used
the
ing machine
$4500
furnished. 51 95, master bedroom prorefrigerator. 753 5380.
owner will finance with 442 5647.
vides a walk in closet
$700 down. 753 2970.
15. Articles for Sale
Two houses available for her and a walk in
Also 2 Chevelles closet for him. 1.8 acres
His and her floral chairs
28. Mobile Home Rentals now.
re
built motor. Body close to city limits.
ottoman.
With matching
A 2 or 3 bedroom new damaged. Must sell. Owner has been trans
Home Lite 10in chain
Phone 753 3914
furniture and carpet
753.3942
ferred. Attractive
Call 753 2900 or
saw
air conditioned. $85. to
financing can be ar
after 5p.m. 753 5702.
per
month.
$150.
Shady
ranged. Call 753-1492
36. For Rent or Lease
bedroom 24. Miscellaneous
Refrigerator
Oaks 753-5209.
today to see this special
Franklin Stove
suite
50 x 80 Commercial offering...CENTURY 21
trailer
bedroom
hoist
for
Nice
2
phase
3
Ton
1
black and while console
sale_ Call Dill Electric for rent near Murray. building in city limits Loretta Jobs Realtors,
t.v. Call 436.2940.
available Oct. 1 for
Nuke's. 489 2611.
753 9104.
Magnavox stereo
Repo
lease. Equipped with 3
Commercial Property
Firewood cut to order. One bedroom2 '2 miles
AM FM cassette turn
phase electric natural
per rick. Call from MSU $100 per
in Coldwater - has
table
2 speakers. Ask $25
and
Offices
heat.
gas
month. Unfurnished or
ing $500 or best offer. 436 2292.
several possibilities.
overhead door Ideal for
furnished.
606
672
semi
753.5573.
For sale AA Kirby and
automobile repair or
Service station, store,
3479
urn
u
ElectroluX
Va-c
Used tobacco sticks.
service business. 753
clean-up shop.
Two bedroom trailer on 3949.
with at
cleaners
345 2861
of
edge
tachments. Good as private lot on
S12,000.
city limits. Call Tucker 38. Pets-Supplies
new. Call Paris 901 642
16. Home Furnishings
TV Sales 753-2900 or
7473.
13in. Sears portable
AKC German Shepherd
Golf clubs for sale or 753 1524.
color Tv. $150. 753 9280
puppies 60 champions
trade for women's set.
also
guard dogs and
30. Business Rentals
Avocado refrigerator Call 759 9580 or 753-1812.
Registered Eskimo
with iceMaker also
BalloOns on a Building for rent' 3511. Spitz. 502 554-2153,
Helium
electric stove excellent
string for sale. 9 and glass front central heat
cfedition. 753 0296.
Realtors
right off court CFA Registered blue
1 lin. sizes. Assorted and air
Persian kittens for sale.
Bed mattress and colors for birthdays
square. 106 N. 4th.
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Call
901-352-5485.
springs $75. Call 759- anniversaries
all
and
Perfect for a new
Murray, Ky.
9869.
occassions. 753 0817.
business or office. Call Free kittens and cats.
Black and white and
Chrome craft dining KEROSENE 753 1586
tabby. Call 436-2994 One of a kind home
table and chairs. Also HEATERS. Buy now
evenings or 762 4294 featuring 4 bedrooms 2
Lazyboy recliner gold and save! 6800 BTU
baths two story ceiling
excellent
days.
color. All in
MiM
S119.99; 9000 BTU
in great room that is
condition. Call 753 1411
UKC Registered Pit
1 4 9 .9 9 ; 9300 BTU
arehouse
overlooked
by the unafter 5p.m
Bull Terrier PR
$179.99; 9300 BTU with
ique master bedroom
Storage Space
1
bloodline. 3 males
Couch and matching fan
$212.99; 11 500
features
All
these
suite.
For Rent
female. 8 weeks old
platform rocker BTU
chair
$179.99, 19 500
plus others situated on
wormed and ready to
and 1 recliner. Excel
$219.99. Wallin
753-4758
BTU
a secluded 5 acre tract.
go. 435 4555_
lent condition 753 3349
Hardware Paris Tenn.
Priced at $59 900.
KOPPERUD REALTY
40, Produce
Apts,
For
Rent
32.
753 1222.
OPEN HOUSE
For sale: peas SA you
Nice
quiet 2 bedroom
pick
57 we pick. 753.
Saturday & Sunday, August 14th 8 15th.
duplex apartment on
8690.
dead end street. Gas
New bedroom 1 1 2 bath brick 8 frame.
electric central heat- Watermelons any
Central Heat and air, filreplace carpet
air. Dishwasher
dis- amount. Mrs. Pete
washer dryer Valentine 642 4439.
posal
full basement many extras. Bayview
Office Coast to Coast
hook, up. $235. Call 75341. Public Sale
Heights, Shamrock Resort, Ky Lake Area.
Boyers from Everywhere
950.4 or 753 6513.
Reliable Service Same 1900
One and 2 bedroom
Take Hwy 121 to 119D to Shamrock
19.2 Coldwater load
apartments near down
Resort sign. Turn left and follow signs.
Norm, Reaterby 42071
town Murray. 753.4109
436
2844.
MU 753-0116
762-6650
or
ASSOCIATES
INC.
LAKE
hovtiate
One bedroom efficiency
Hwy 79 East. Paris Landing Area. 901101 t. KENNON
apartment partial Prefer
Broker
utilities
paid.
642-1399 or 901-642-0485.
girls No pets. Rent is
Licensed I losiltid
Sat.
8-5
$95 'a month plus de•
posjt. 753.9741.
1523 Canterbury
44. Lots for Sale
One bedroom apart
ment Hamlot
Child's swing set, 3
12 in
4 and 1 . 7 acres
range
re
Carpet
250ft frontage
woods
frigerator
disposal
speed bike, toys, and
near
road
on black top
private patio. Lease
Stella community. 753required
no pets_ Call
clothes.
1415.
753.7550 or 753 7559.
One bedroom re
- 46. Homesfor Sale
decorated with new
Four bedroom brick 1
kitchen and bath.
block University. Super
Located between Un
Sat. Aug. 14
insulated underfloor
iversity and downtown.
and 6in, exterior..
ceiling
???
7 til
$125 per month with
walls. Storm windows.
Brown's Clean-up
partial utilities fur
Energy efficient heat
nished. Call Spann
Shop 94 East
large
pump. 2 baths
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
large
living room
Goodyear white letTwo bedroom Town
kitchen
country
ter tires 10-100
ALTERNATE PLANS
Houses available at
separate utility, 16ft.
Hamlet North Apart
series -15 inch with
cohcrete driveway.
INDIVIDUALIZED COUNSELING
ments
carpeted
cen
carpet.
Front porch
A
white spoke F'ord
tral air and heat
570's. Shown by appoinwheels, dishes,
r
a
ng
e
John
Contact
tment
CALL
clothes different
disposal dishwasher
Pasco at 501 N, 17th St,
refrigerator
washer
759 9577.
sizes, C.B s and odd &
and -dryer hookup.
Home for sale by owner
ends.
Lease required. Call
3 blocks from shopping
753.7550 or 753 7559,
center
5 years old
Two young ladies want 43. Real Estate
ft including
2100sq
to share a nice house
garage Also has car
With another lady_ Near
port. Bargain at $55 000
Purdom IL Thurman
MSU and downtown.
For appointment call
Insurance IL
bath private entrance
after 7p.m.
753 1934
Available August 1. Call
Real Estate
753 1861.
Rebekah after 5p.m.
Sq.
Southside Court
Priced to sell partially
753 6577
furnished 2- bedroom
Merrily, Kentucky
on 1 acre. 2
house
753-4451
FOR RENT
city
• storage buildings
also has good
water
Nice furnished
Commercial Cor
well. Call 436 5194 after
Apartment for 1, 2,
ner ..This 40x60 shop of
lp.m.
steel construction
or college Modulen:.
Tasteful is the word for
situated on a p
Call 753-5865 or
proximately 2 acres this totally remodeled
753-51011.
There's more owner home located in a
has converted part of desirable older section
office space to 3 bed Of town. Plush carpet23. Roomsfor Rent.
new kitchen
rodm living quarters ing
and still has 40x40 shop cabinets and gas heat
Sleepling rooms
how are lust a few of the
refrigerator in hall
a That's not all
private entrance
about a Mobile home Special features you
washer_ and dryer. hook up? How about Should see today. Call
REALTY
53 22
electric overhead door KOPPERUD'
Available at Zimmer
man AptS_ 5.5 16th. to shop? And then
in
tRere's......tsuill
filing
Two
_cabin
and 12
66019.
roonl
753
Women students $295 cabinets. All this and x 12 utititron a large lot
o6 rso
oreiinatelv 10 miles
Per semester 1611 Olive more i uSt 'minUtes from app2
Call from Murray
just off
town
Contact Or
Street
Crappie Hollow
753 1492, Century 21 280
Farless 753 3531 or 753
Realtors
Loretta Jobs
7885

Mature and responsible
woman wanting to
babysit in Murray area
Have transportation.
753 5476
Will babysit preschool
children in my home
753-1547
Will babysit in my home
Fox Meadow area 753
3096 or 753 4886

•
algal
753-1222

Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control

INC.,

46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

Beautiful home in Lynn
living
Grove 3 bedroom
room
dining room and
kitchen combination
Garage also carport
Central heat and air
2
wood burning stove
extra lots with new
irn
garage in back
mediate possession 759
4702
For sale by owner
3
bedroom house with
dishwasher and
refrigerator freezer in
kitchen
Garage and
Con
fenced backyard
venientiy located close
to shopping area Par
tial owner financing
available at 8 Av per
cent Call 753 4801

1978 AMC Concord ex
great gas
tra nice
Loan value
mileage
will take $2250
$2200
49 2595
1982 Datsun 2801 X
no
loaded
burgandy
T Top) 753 4023 after
Sp m

Two story year round
Pine Bluff
Sundecks
furnished
2 lots
520 000 759 9577

47. Motorcycles
1976 Honda 550 Four
windshield
2
crashbar sissybar
excellent con
helmets
Call
dition $960
759 4825.
1978 Yamaha 650
Special. Fully
Customized. Must sell.
753.9844 after 4p m.
1978 Yamaha 125 Enduro. 1500 miles. Must
Sell cheap. 753-5950.
1979 Honda XL 185
on oft road. $450 Call
753.3259.
1979 Honda XL i 75 extra
clean. 753-7219.
1980 Yamaha 3 wheeler.
Excellent condition.
759 4822,
1982 Yamaha 650
Heritage Special 3000
miles 51800. 1976 Monza
2+2 51000. 753-7780 after
5p.rn

48. Auto Services
4 new Goodyear
P225-75R 15in steel be
Red radials mounted on
chrome wheels with
spoke wire hub caps.
will sell for
Cost $750
5450. Also 4 11x15in
Grand Prix 4i wheel
drive Sires $120. Call
753.7827.
import Auto Salvage
New and used auto
parts. Open 8 5
Mon.•Sat, Automotive
transmissions 565. exradiators $20.
change
starters and
exchange
ex
alternators 570
change. Deposit re
quired without an exchange. Call 474-2325,
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts tune
rebuilt
up
break jobs
motors. 435 4272.

49. Used Cars

FOR
SALE

L

1977 T -Bird,
white with red
trim, mint condition, low mileage.
753-7113.

Strout
Realty

MOVING
SALE

TOO FAT?

Dr. Bernard G. Morin

Osteopathic Physician &
. Surgeon
Specializing in Bariatrics
(Weight Control)
At
Broeringmeyer Heath
Awareness Center

,

FOR
SALE

Yard Sale

1976 Mercury
Monarch small
engine, good gas
milage, Excellent
condition, 2
door.753-7113

,

753-2962

WORLD OF SOUND

222 S. 12th Murray

1955 Crown Victoria
With continental kit
5600. 1968 Camero $1200.
759.1843 or 753 5216_
1967 Triumph GT6 re
stored $2195. Will trade.
759.1801.
1972 Brown and tan
Cadillac in good condi
tion. Can be seen in
Stella 753 0869
1973 Toyota automatic
power 51095. Also
air
topper for long bed
small truck. 489-2595.

153-5865

SHOP OUR STORE
AND COMPARE

The Big Boys (WM) paid us a visit
to check our low prices on Tapes
and LP records. We will match their
prices any day.
Folks: I think it is something for
a small locally owned store like
oars to force the big stores to
lower their prices.

WORLD OF SOUND'

1974 Cutlass Salon relatively low mileage.
air
re
Automatic
asonably priced in good
condition. Call 753 2350
1974 Ford Torino 4 door
air conditioned in good
condition $700 753 6744.
1975 Dodge Dart for
sale 31000 actual miles
Call 759 1303.
1976 Ford LTD nice
condition 57 000 miles
has cruise
New tires
factory air
control
vinyl top $3200 or best
reasonable offer. See to
appreciate. 615 232.6794.

1978 Buick, 4
doors, excellent
condition. Local
car extra extra
sharp, 301
engine, good gas
loaded.

222 S 12th Murray
1535885
SHOP OUR STORE AND COMPARE

chaviggymullaillawdevem.vv*IWAN......,..p2*"..0;04.0.

753-7113
V.

53. Services Offered

i will do any house or
Yard work painting a
Reasonable
specialty
references
reliable
Phone Lewis 753 9202
JC S. C Sheeting Vinyl
aluminum
steel & vinyl
coated aluminum siding
and trim for houses
Also fiberglass shake
Siding We also put on or
repair galvanized and
SO. Used Trucks
aluminum roofs and
1979 Dodge Power rSa siding for barns
759
4x4
long 1600 office or 753 0329
gon V 8
It
I home
w
e
e
base
air condition
automatic
power
steering
AM FM
re
movable camper top
FLOOR SANDING
$4700 or best offer.
AND FINISHING
436 5414.
20 years experience
1979 Jeep Cherokee
Stained floors our
4 wheel drive. 6 cylin•
der standard 1 owner.
speciality
Call Steve at 753 6150
BODEAU
days 436 5430 nights.
FLOOR CO.
1981 Chevy pickup lots
354-6127
of extras. Call 489-2330.

SI. Campers
17ft Camper sleeps 6
airconditioned $1200
492 8194 after 6p m
1971 Coleman Pop Up
camper Call 753 0619

53. Services Offered
MirtOM

a'lay

siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting
Jack Glover
APPLIANCE
Kenmore
SERVICE
Westinghouse
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St.
4 8 7 2
7 5 3
753 8886(home).
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753 2310.
Build and Repair
tobacco barns_ Free
estimate Call 435-4347.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opinion? Build-up or
Residential. Local
references. Call Hugh
Outland, 759-1728 or
753-8076.

Roofing All Types, 15
years experience, all
work guaranteed. Don
Wilkerson, 489-2580
or 345-2602.
Chimney Sweeping
Service. Do it now
before you need your
chimney. Later we will
have a working list. Call
435 1348 or 762 4792_
block
Concrete
ick
br
foun
basements
drive ways
dations
and
sidewalks
patios
chimneys. Free es
timates. Call 753 5476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
Plumb
All Electrical
ing Painting and Well
Pump Needs Licensed.
Call 753 0092 or 753-9673.

Alaimo Service Cs.
Iloilo el vieyl
custom trio work.
letertsces 411 Will El
ham 153-1111.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
-GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
Carpentry
perience
plumbing
concrete
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359 nights 474 2276.
Guttering by Sears
Sears Continuous gut•
ters installed for your
Call
specifications
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
Interior Exterior Pain
10 yearS
tin 55 hour
Call 436
experience
2166

WiN dean carpets,
windows also clean
and was hard wend
floors., Satisfaction
guarunteed

753-3317

Need work on your
prun
trees? Topping
ing shaping compiete
removal and more Cali
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
153 8536
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair Central air Air
conditioners cleaned
Gas up on air con
ditioners 523 436 5536

JC & C
SHEETING
aluminum,
Vinyl
steel and vinyl coated

olumninum siding and
for houses also
fiberglass shake
siding.
trim

We also
qalvinizeg,
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435 1343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319
Lake Refrigeration. Air
smSll ap
- conditioners
pliances repaired. 474
•
Licensed electrician for
884
residential and commercial. Heating and
aircondition
gas in
stallation and repair.
Phone 753 7203.
MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING
Indust
Commercial
rial
Residential
also
Patching and Seal
Coating, Phone 753 1537.

William Nall
Pasco, DM D
announces the
opening of
his off ice
practice of

General
Dentistry
Hours by Nights

put

on

aluminum
and steel siding for
roofs and barns

Office 759 1 600
Home 753-0329
Roy's Carpenter Shop
custom wood working
cabinet tops kitchen
cabinets remodeling
additions insurance
repairs. 753 5883
Save Money Have your
carpets cleaned in
August for only .10 cents
square foot. References
on request
insured
free estimate Call Jeff
at 753.0015.
We clean and repair
airconditioners. Dill
Electric phone 753 9104.
Will do yard work and
cut
hedge trimming
and remove dead
hedge_ Call 7530717 or
753 3534_
Will sharpen hand saws
circulae saws
and
chain saws 753 4656_

ROBINSON
DAY
753-3716
753-5292
PEE EST,,•TES *
*,

Available
1653 Calloway Ate
753-1914

CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Satisfied references
Vibra Steam or Quick
Dry Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.
Campbell's Tree Ser
trim
vice. Topping
removing. Full
ming
insurance. Call 1 527
0918.
Carpet and linoleum
installation S1.50 sq
yard. 10 years ex
perience in Murray
area. Also home repair
and remodeling. Phone
753 0770 ask for Bob.

53. Services Offered

57 Wanted
piano voice
Wanted
organ students
guitar,
Teacher has MME De
gree. Call 753-0156,

Employment Opportunity
The City of Murray will accept applications for
the postition of Animal Warden; Parking Control
Officer until August 20, 1982. Applications with
job description may be obtained in the City Clerk's
Office, City Hall Building, Monday through Friday,
8:00 a.m.-500p.m.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer operating under an Affirmative Action
Plan,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Community Development Agency,
in accordance with the approved Community
Development Plan, is accepting proposals for the
establishment of a minority-owned business to
locate on a parcel of land owned by the Agency at
203 Maple Street. The land will be leased to the
Business and become the property of the
minority-owned business at the end of a threeyear period.
Proposals should be submitted to the Murray
Community Development Agency, City Hall, Murray, Ky 42071. The Agency will not accept proposals after November 30, 1982. For more information, call 759-1224.

SALES CAREER
MAN OR WOMAN NORTHWEST
TENN. 8, SOUTHWEST KY.
If you ore a hard worker with a successful work
or self employment history, we will invest our
time and money to help you become more successful. We welcome successful retail managers,
owners, coachs, supervisors, executive
secretaries, office managers, law enforcement
offices, insurance adjustors, real estate agents
and other winners to our sales team.
• Limited Travel
• Management Opportunity
Sales Experience Optional
'Non Technical Product
•Sales and priduct in field training
•High commission and repeat sales to industrial
and institutional accounts
*ExteHent fringe benefits and Profit sharing
'Achievement and performance bonuses
•Our successful men and women earn $40,000 to
5100,000
Up to $300 weekly salary plus 5150 monthly expense allowance plus bonuses during treing
period. tete model CST respired.

SEND RESUME TO
D TA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORP.
P.O. Box 30310
Memphis. In 3 8 1 30

P

14 l'HF %IL HR

k. 14.1.X.Elt & INF• ‘.1.111,4,

OBITUARIES
Services set
for infant
Family graveside services for the infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Michael Turley of
Mayfield were today at 10
a.m. at Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield. The
Rev. Nowell Bingham officiated.
Byrn Funeral FlOine,'
Mayfield, was in charge
of arrangements.
The infant girl died
Wednesday at 10 p.m. at
Norton Hospital,
Louisville.
Besides her parents,
she is survived by her
grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Turley of
Slaughters and Mrs.
Mary Lee Cain of
Mayfield; one sister,
Miss Cone Turley.
Mayfield. Her maternal
grandfather was the late
Lurwin Cain. son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. 011us
Cain, Sr., of Calloway
County.

Peterson named
FRANKFORT, Ky.
API -Dr. Roy Peterson
of Lexington has been
named president of the
board of directors of The
Compassionate Friends
during the groups national meeting in
Portland, Ore.
The organization helps
parents cope with the
deaths of their children.
Peterson is deputy executive director for
academic affairs of the
state Council on Higher
Education.

482

Former MSU director elected
county attorney in Texas
grain from 1976-1978
leaving the university to
accept a similar position
with Tulane University in
1980, relocating to this
county of some 20,000 inUniversity, was recently habitants located in the
elected county attorney Texas Hill Country, about
in this rural Texas coun- 60 miles Northwest of
Austin, the state capital.
ty
Taparauskas. who was After less than two years
originally apointed to the in private law practice.
county attorney's post- Taparauskas assumed
his present position as
county attorney.
"I was happy to win at
all, considering the fact
that I am still relativel
new in this area, and that
I didn't grow up here. I
was overwhelmed by the
fact that I was able to win
the election as easily as I
did." he said.
As county attorney.
Taparauskas has a wide
range of functions. His
two chief duties are involved with prosecuting
misdemeanor criminal
offenses and in serving as
legal advisor to the county's Commissioners .
\
Court. In addition, he is
Paul Taparauskas
required to represent the
lion in January to fill a State of Texas in mental
vacancy created by and alcoholic committresignation,. recently ments, in juvenile
scored a victory in the preceedings, and in child
Democratic primary, pretection cases.
carrying 17 of 23 voting Taparauskas aparently
boxes against one oppo- scored points with his
nent. With no Republican constituents by agopposition slated for the gressively pursuing the
November general elec- prosecution of DWI's and
tion, Taparauskas is vir- Hot Checks. In his bid to
tually assured of being win the Democratic
able to continue on as nomination for the county
county attorney through attorney's position, he
was strongly supported
1984.
Taparauskas served as by the county's merthe first director of the chants, attorneys, and
Paralegal Studies Pro- law enforcement officers.
BURNET

COUNTY.

Mrs. Miller dies TEXAS -- Paul
Taparauskas, formerly
in Tennessee the director of the
Paralegal Studies Prohospital
gram at Murray State
Mrs. Gayle Miller. 36,
Rt. 4, died Friday at three
p.m. at Jackson-Madison
County Hospital.
Jackson. Tenn. She was
stricken ill suddenly
Thursday afternoon.
The Murray woman
was co-owner with her
husband, Tommy Miller,
of Ozark Log Homes,
Inc.. Highway 121
Bypass. She was a
member of Burnett's
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Born March 27, 1946, in
Graves County, she was
the daughter of the late
Tremon Farris and Edna
Adams Farris.
Mrs. Miller is survived
by her husband, Tommy,
to whom she was married
on Sept. 6, 1963; two sons,
Ricky Miller and Ronnie
Miller. Rt. 4; one brother,
Tremon Farris, South
llth St.
She was preceded in
death by a sister, Mrs.
Doris Lee Key, in 1975,
and a brother, Richard
Farris, in 1958.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock'
Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Harry Nall will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today Saturdy.(

1.4>biA
the 1982-83 school year by
NEW AND FAMILIAR FACES- Several new staff members have been hired for
to new positions.
transferred
been
have
personnel
other
addition,
In
System.
the Murray Independent School
counselor; Lochie Overbey,
They include ( from left, first row) Mary Jane Littleton, middle school guidance
Bill Wells, high school prinelementary school principal; Wanda Gough, high school guidance counselor;
Bina, middle school principal.
cipal; (second row ( Mark Brady, high school assistant principal: and John

Bell to get part of requested increase

NASHVILLE, 'Penn. lowered the cost of nessee history - March vice.
-Increased charges
1API - South Central capital for the company." 19.
South Central Beli has for service connections
As a result, he said, the
Bell should get only $22
and for miscellaneous
million of the $130 million PSC would be justified in asked;
-A 13.8 percent in- services and equipment.
annual rate increase it re- lowering the company's
-A charge of 20 cents
quested. a government rate of return from 11.9 crease in the average
economist has told the percent to 11.64 percent, total residential bill of each for the sixth and
Public Service Commis- which he said would $33.60 per month, an subsequent directory
amount to $22 million. average increase of $4.65 assistance call each
sion.
month. The first five
But Eugene F. The 11.9 percent return is per month.
-An increase from 10 would be free.
Brigham, director of the currently allowed under a
The PSC repeatedly in
Public Utility Research $44.8 million increase ap- to 25 cents in the cost of
local pay telephone calls. past years has denied the
Center at the University proved last October.
-Increased basic requested increase in pay
The company filed its
of Florida, told the PSC
on Friday the telecom- request for a $130 million business rates, ranging telephone costs and the
munications industry rate increase - the from $9.20 to $13.40 per directory assistance
could not survive within largest request in Ten- month for one-party ser- charge.
the economist's figures.
Mark Langsan. an
economist with the
General Services AdDonald I.. Lanham, served as general Lions in Alton, Litchfield
ministration, testified formerly general manager of WIIKC Radio and Charleston. Ill.,
that South manager of WMRA Radio in Henderson and has Watertown, S.D., Fayetworkers, or show cause increased July 1 by $72 unemployment taxes for earlier Friday
get a at James Madison also worked at radio sta- teville. N.C., and at the
should
Bell
Central
for
not
but
result
teachers,
a
as
year
a
million
why the businesses
University of Minnesota
of action by the 1982 students hired part-time. $22 million annual rate in- University in Harrisonshould not be closed.
and Illinois State UniverSimilarly, employers are crease, not the requested burg, Va., has assumed
-Court action is always Legislature.
sity.
Because of high Ten- exempt from paying $130 million. The GSA his new responsibilities
a last resort." Bible said
He earned both the B.S.
all federal as station manager of
Friday. "These nessee unemployment, unemployment taxes for operates
degree in mass comand and pays WKMS-FM. the public
employers are given currently 11.2 percent, students hired part-time buildings
munications and the M.S.
several opportunities to .the state is paying under cooperative work- U.S. government radio voice of Murray
degree in speech and
telephone bills.
State University.
pay the amount owed benefits of about $30 study programs.
communications at SIUThe PSC staff has
Lanham, whose profesbefore court action is million a month to the
Edwardsville.
prepared a report recom- sional experience in radio
jobless. The June
taken."
Lanham is a member of
mending a $51 million in- and television spans 21
The $170,000 is owed for payments totaled $34.1
the board of directors of
crease, but reportedly years, has taught at
the first seven months of million, those in July
WASHINGTON API - may recommend as Henderson Community
the Southern Educational
1982, Bible said. The $28.6 million.
Communication AssociaCollege, St. Louis ComAn estimated 2.000 Ten- The U.S. Department of much as $60 million.
lawsuits were filed in
the Interior said Thurstion and has served on the
-If Mr. Langsan's munity College and at
Memphis asking $18,840 nessee employers are exday it has started ideas were adopted, then Southern Illinois Univerboard of Virginia Voice, a
from 11 employers; in empt from the tax. These
developing rules and the telecommunications sity at Edwardsville.
network for the print hanNashville asking $29,315 include non-profit
regulations for managing industry couldn't surdicapped. He has been acA native of Danville,
from 12 employers; in religious or charitable
the 1,000-acre Falls of the vive," Brigham said. "He I.anham has a
tive in past years in both
Knoxville seeking $28,034 organizations with less
Lanham
Donald
Ohio National wildlife is totally unaware of the background in public
Kiwanis and Lions Clubs.
from nine; in Chat- than four employees,
Conservation Area.
situation, AT&T (South radio at both James
tanooga asking $45,020 employers who hire only
The Interior Depart- Central Bell's parent Madison and at SIUfrom nine; in Columbia family members.
ment said in the Federal company faces."
Edwardsville He has
asking $27,691 from six: railroads, insurance
Register that it will have
Don Ballard. an acin Johnson City asking agents who are paid only
the management plan countant for Bell,
$9,382 from two: in Hum- commission and the NaMan pleads
ready by Dec. 29, a year testified Thursday the
boldt asking $743 from tional Guard.
after
Congress
declared
ELIZABETHTOWN
company
telephone
pay
must
Schools
one and in Cookeville askthe Falls a conservation should receive $60.3 Ky. ( AP - Michael
ing $760 from one.
area.
million, which would be a Snow, 18, pleaded innoInterest is charged on
Plans to protect the 300- 12.5 percent rate of return cent Friday to a charge
late taxes along with a
million-year-old fossil on its Tennessee invest- that he killed his 17-yearpenalty imposed for
beds and wildlife in the ment. PSC staff attorneys old wife.
failure to file quarterly
area will be outlined, ac- did not cross-examine
Ellen Cook Snow was
tax reports on time.
cording to G. Ray Arnett, Ballard.
shot to death July 5.
About 78,000 of Tenassistant secretary of the
The $130 million was
The accused told
nessee's 80,000 employers
department.
designed to give the com- authorities after the
during the same period
pany a return of 14 per- shooting that the gun he
paid $137 million in
Increase planned cent or more.
had been cleaning acunemployment taxes, BiWith 1.4 million cidentally discharged.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
ble said. In 1981, a total of
AUG. 9th ONLY:
A Hardin County grand
$156.4 million was colI AP - Louisville Gas 8z customers, South Central
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Electric Co. has notified Bell is Tennessee's jury indicted Snow
Monday,
Unemployment taxes
the state Public Service largest telephone com- murder charge
are paid at rates ranging
commission that it in- pany, its largest single
THE REV. C.E. tends to file for a general taxpayer and the largest
from .065 percent to 7 percent of the first $6,000 TIMBERI.AKE has rate increase Sept. 10 or utility regulated by the
PSC.
earned by each employee resigned as pastor of St. after.
Langsan said more
The amount of the induring the year. The John Baptist Church to
average is 3.1 percent, up assume the duties as crease was not mentioned generous federal
III
from 2.2 percent as a pastor of Berean Baptist by LG&E officials, but in- depreciation allowances
1
to
Bell
"allowed
have
*
Jackson,
Tenn.,
Church,
the
result of an increase in
dications were that
10
1111
the tax which went into effective Sunday, Sept. 5. bulk of the hike would have more internally
1
capital.
generated
He has served as pastor come from electrical
,
effect July 1.
011.L
110
Therefore, this has
Unemployment taxes of St. John for 12 years.
rates.
-0 CALVIN KLEIN JEANS $

Lanham assumes duties at WKMS-FM

Employers asked to pay unemployment taxes
NASHVILLE. Tenn.
AP) - The state has
threatened to close 51
Tennessee businesses
unless they pay $170,000
in unemployment taxes,
Employment Security
Commissioner Bob Bible
says.
The threat is contained
in Chancery Court
lawsuits that give the
employers 30 days to pay
their taxes, destined to
pay benefits to jobless

Job center
to be moved
BROWNSVILLE, Ky.
I AP - The Great Onyx
Job Corps Center is going
to be moved from its present location due to a
grant of $8.6 million, U.S.
Rep. William Natcher, 0Ky.. reported Friday.
The center, now in the
Flint Ridge area of the
Mammoth Cave National
Park, will relocate on 200
acres near Brownsville in
another area of the park.
Both locations are in Edmonson County.
Center Director Dave
Cullen said environmental considerations are
behind the move, which is
expected to allow the
center to nearly double
its capacity of 110
students and provide
more vocational offerings.
The center has been
located above a sensitive
cave system, Cullen said.
and there was the potential for polluting the
caves.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

Due to the big demand
The Murray Drive-In will be
OPEN FOR TRADE DAY
EVERY MONDAY

40.1
,1 1

Six ways to save on summer cooling costs
• Turn off unnecessary lights
You can stay comfortably cool • Set your thermostat at 78
since they produce heat
degrees or higher For every
all summer long while lowering
degree below 78. you
your cooling costs Just follow
• Wear lightweight, lightincrease your cooling costs
these tips
colored clothing
by 7 percent.
J 7f
• Make sure you have a clean
z
•
.
filter in your air-conditioner
Your central or window airconditioner should have an
annual maintenance check
• Keep furniture, draperies and
other obiects away from air
vents so cool air may flow
freely
• Close draperies on the sunny
side of your home during the
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L1111
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Electric Coop Corp.
11/4 West Ky. Rural153-5012

MEN'S DEPT.
29.95
JORDACHE JEANS S29.95
ALL LEVI JEANS 1/2 PRICE
1 /2 PRICE
LARGE GROUP KNIT SHIRTS
1 GROUP POLO STYLE KNITS
$15.95

BUTTON DOWN COLLAR OXFORDS

$15.95

BOYS DEPT.

EY2_
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1

JEANS & THINGS
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0 ON ALL FALL & WINTER
SAVE 20 .
MERCHANDISE & JEANS
AND MUCH MUCH MORE...
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